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Writing for Their Lives: The Clarion and Inmates at the California Institution for Women, Tehachapi

Kathleen Cairns

"In our salute last month to the gentlemen in grey at Atlanta prison for their outstanding contribution to this war, the malaria project, we bollixed up a perfectly good tribute by listing one chap as Louise Chastain. He has sent us word that it strictly ain't so, that he is a very manly character indeed!"

These words were penned in August 1944 by Gene Dayton—a woman—in The Clarion, the inmate newspaper published monthly at the California Institution for Women, Tehachapi. The irony of possessing a "man's" name (or at least the spelling) and misidentifying "Louis" as "Louise" seemed to escape Dayton, a convicted forger. She went on to explain her lapse: "We really have no alibi unless we offer an expert's opinion handed to us by a very kind husband we once had: 'my wife is not clumsy—she is just in the abstract.' So there it is Looie, Louis or Louise; being in the abstract does not alter the fact that you are still fine, brave men."¹

The Clarion was one of nearly two hundred inmate newspapers published at American penal institutions between the two world wars, a period that media scholar James Morris calls the "heyday" of prison journalism. But the Tehachapi effort was somewhat unusual. The vast majority of inmate publications


Kathleen Cairns teaches history and women's studies at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. She is the author of Hard Time at Tehachapi: California's First Women's Prison, published by the University of New Mexico Press.
The Clarion, published by women inmates at the California Institution for Women, Tehachapi, was the only prison publication in the country printed on the prison premises. (Earl Warren Papers, courtesy of the California State Archives)
came from men's prisons. Only a handful of women's institutions had newspapers. Others included the Massachusetts Reformatory in Framingham, the Indiana Reformatory in Indianapolis and the Federal Reformatory for Women in Alderson, West Virginia.²

The lopsided numbers are not really surprising. Journalism had long been considered a “male” profession. The few female reporters worked in “soft” feature sections, penning stories about society, fashion, and food. But in the interwar period, a few women began to cross the threshold to the newsroom, where they worked alongside rough-hewn and hard-drinking men and covered male “beats”—crime, politics, and war. Few observers would place female inmates in the same category as women reporters, no matter what kind of news they covered. But prison administrators themselves were female professionals working in a non-traditional field. A few of them may have viewed the emergence of a new, viable career option for other independent women with a great deal of interest and seen the creation of inmate publications as an appealing prospect. After all, they held a significant amount of control over the message, just as “real” publishers did.³

Savvy administrators also understood that prison newspapers could serve a larger purpose as well: demonstrating to a skeptical public their ability to rehabilitate inmates. Who could argue with their success when prisoners such as Gene Dayton wrote funny, self-deprecating, and well-crafted items? The evidence for this strategy is apparent in the number of publications, including The Clarion, that circulated outside prison walls.

Prison newspapers also served the interests of inmates. They resented a system that tried to silence them and forced them into lock-step conformity, but they could not openly resist without risking their future freedom. Engaging in sex with other inmates, fighting, destroying property, talking back, even malingering or faking illness brought swift punishment and


³Kathleen A. Cairns, Front-Page Women Journalists, 1920–1950 (Lincoln, NE, 2003) discusses the emergence of “hard news” reporting as a viable career choice for women. Many factors led to increased opportunities. Popular culture changed public perception of women’s “essential nature” and allowed them to move from women’s pages to the front page. The Depression and World War II brought an increased focus on human interest stories, women’s “specialty.” The rise of objectivity as a journalistic aspiration led women to argue that editors and publishers should use objective criteria in hiring as well.
the loss of precious "good-time credits." Writing for newspapers gave them the ability to express their individuality in safe ways, while also demonstrating their success at adopting the traits of virtuous womanhood demanded by their keepers.

The importance of language as a subtle resistance strategy is evident in the words and phrases inmates across the board created—quietly of course—to describe their incarceration. Female administrators liked to call the prisons "campuses," "farms," or "reformatories." Inmates had their own designation. They called the facilities "reservations." Newcomers were "fish," while matrons and staff members were "screws." "One-man-prison" referred to someone getting favored treatment, and "The Book" meant a harsh sentence. A "rum-dum" referred to an easy mark. "Pulling seconds" meant engaging in a hypocritical act. The worst kind of prisoner in this tight-knit "community" was a snitch, referred to in prison lingo as someone "rattling the cup."''

For scholars examining prison life long after the fact, inmate newspapers such as The Clarion provide an invaluable resource and an opportunity to hear the voices of individuals who otherwise remain absent from the historical record. And, despite heavy censorship, these publications hint at ways in which inmates emotionally and psychologically managed to survive in an environment controlled almost entirely by others.

---

BACKGROUND OF PRISON PUBLICATIONS

Prison journalism emerged toward the end of the nineteenth century as part of a larger movement, called the "New Penology," that aimed to replace old-style forbidding and punitive penitentiaries with reformatories aimed at rehabilitation. This effort fueled a wide variety of new approaches, from architecture and landscape to treatment options. The latter incorporated hard work, exercise, and self-improvement programs. The last category included journalism.

At the 1870 Ohio conference inaugurating the worldwide reform effort, Joseph Chandler, a former congressman and publisher from Philadelphia, raised the subject of prison publications. "Can a newspaper, specially designed for the use of prisoners, be made of considerable moral use?" he asked his fellow delegates. "If so, it ought to be established by any available means, and sustained at any cost."

---

The fact that Chandler brought up the topic at all reflects the growing significance of journalism in the post-bellum period. Newspapers were fast becoming a huge industry, fueled by insatiable public demand for information both in urban areas and small towns, by technological improvements that enhanced the ability to print and distribute publications, and by the recognition by entrepreneurs that newspapers could bring wealth as well as political power. But how, Chandler asked, could a sensational press that lured readers with stories of crime and criminals also serve to rehabilitate those very same criminals? By offering them a sanitized version of “news,” carefully vetted by authorities to emphasize uplift, rather than its opposite. Stories, for example, would lean heavily on “those great and fundamental universal principles in religion and morals” as well on information designed to “lure the inmate back to the good life with gentleness.”

According to James Morris, the first prison newspaper appeared in 1883 in Elmira, New York. The Summary contained four pages of news, a combination of current events—carefully censored—poems and letters, including those from successful parolees. It circulated outside the prison as well, proving particularly popular among penal reformers. Within months, the paper had doubled in size, and inmates competed to see their stories in print. By the turn of the twentieth century, more than fifteen states had prison newspapers. Ostensibly operated “for the benefit of the inmates,” in reality they mostly reflected “the Superintendent’s suggestion.”

There were a few exceptions, however, including the Prison Mirror, published by the inmates of the Minnesota State Prison in Stillwater. Among its notable contributors was Coleman Younger, a bank robber, bandit, and member of the infamous Younger-James outlaw gang. Inmates started the monthly paper in 1887, entirely subsidizing it themselves, which allowed them a fair degree of editorial freedom. For example, they occasionally criticized prison management. Eventually, though, as many of the initial contributors left the prison, the paper lost its independent streak.

Other “celebrity” prisoners also contributed to inmate newspapers. They included Julian Hawthorne, son of writer Nathaniel Hawthorne and a writer himself, most notably for Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World. In 1913, at the age of sixty-seven, he was convicted of participating in a financial scheme that investors deemed a hoax, and was sentenced to a year at

5Morris, Jailhouse Journalism, 32–36.
6Ibid., 45.
the newly built federal penitentiary in Atlanta. Hawthorne used his notoriety to pen articles for the prison newspaper Good Words. Some articles urged uplift and self-improvement, but others contained harsh criticism of prison policies, including the practice of isolating prisoners, referring to them by numbers rather than names, and failing to create any productive work.

Such criticism might have earned other inmates a swift ejection from reportorial duties, but Hawthorne had a sophisticated understanding of his public relations value. "It was plain that the officials took interest in the prison paper as a medium for advertising and gaining credit for the penitentiary; and when I began to write for it, newspapers all over the country quoted the articles and commented kindly on them."7

Another early prison journalist, Charles Chapin, had also worked for Pulitzer's World. Reared in Chicago, Chapin was lured to New York by Pulitzer's promise of a high-profile job as city editor and a big paycheck, and Chapin took advantage of both. In 1918, he shot his wife through the head as she slept. He feared his inability to support her in old age, he claimed. At Sing Sing prison, the warden put him to work editing The Bulletin and allowed him to clean out a vacant office to use as a newsroom. Chapin spent more than twelve hours each day on the paper and began to demand total editorial control.

Like Hawthorne, his celebrity gave him strong influence. In his articles, Chapin demanded pay for convict labor and also higher wages for guards and other staff members. He studied court decisions to determine if any rulings pertained to inmate cases. When he began writing about his own experiences in prison—drawing enthusiastic responses from a wide variety of New Yorkers who lobbied state officials in Albany for Chapin's release—authorities decided to suspend publication. Despite public outcry, the paper shut down.8

By the time Chapin died at Sing Sing in 1922, "prison journalism had become an established part of life behind the walls." Before the end of the 1930s, more than half of all prisons, including San Quentin in California, had newspapers. Although authorities maintained strong editorial control over most of them, the emphasis had changed. "Uplift" remained a component of inmate journalism, but only one of many. Most papers now focused on inmate activities and on national events occurring outside prison walls.9

7Ibid., 73-77.
8Ibid., 99-107.
9Ibid., 111-15.
This shift reflected increased sophistication as the second and third generations of prison journalists replaced the neophytes. In many ways, prison journalism followed the example of mainstream news coverage in general in the post-World War I years—away from idealism and emotion and toward skepticism and "objectivity." Authorities, however, still viewed newspapers as evidence of their success at rehabilitating inmates and as a crucial venue for promoting themselves.

The Clarion

When members of the board of directors of the California Institution for Women, Tehachapi, inaugurated The Clarion in February 1937, they benefited from years of journalistic organization at other prisons across the United States. They specifically benefited from San Quentin's experience, where inmates had spent a dozen years writing for The Bulletin. The prison had housed women from its earliest days. Although most spent their time sewing, cleaning, and cooking, a few women wrote for The Bulletin. They included Roberta Hall. Sent to San Quentin in the early 1930s for writing $450 in bad checks in the resort town of Carmel, she began writing poetry to fill her time, and soon The Bulletin began publishing her work. Even the Los Angeles Times admired Hall's talent. After reading an issue of The Bulletin that included one of her poems, a Times reporter was moved to declare,

It is almost unbelievable that inmates of a prison can produce such remarkable literature. From behind prison bars, Roberta Hall writes this: "Out of the earth, the tender healing earth, Where sweet renewals rise in time, Came forth a flower . . . and came forth a gem. You laid them in my hands to match a rhyme, A rhyme that was no other thing, God knows, Than the blue flower of my love for you. . . ."

The reporter concluded, "There is something that Elizabeth Barrett Browning might well envy."10 Hall was one of very few inmates, male or female, who sold their work to outside publications. By the time she left Tehachapi on parole in May 1939, she had earned enough to repay all of her debts.11

Roberta Hall sold her poems to outside publications and earned enough to pay off the debts she had incurred from writing bad checks. (Courtesy of the California State Archives)

At San Quentin, female inmates initially lived in separate quarters inside the men’s complex. In the 1920s they moved to a three-story building just outside the prison walls. Reformers, unsatisfied with this arrangement, spent decades lobbying for a separate women’s prison. In November 1933, Tehachapi finally opened, and nearly 150 women were transferred to the sixteen-hundred-acre facility nestled in a valley in the windswept Tehachapi Mountains. They did not immediately become free of San Quentin, however. For three years, Tehachapi remained under its jurisdiction. Then, in November 1936, California voters approved a statewide initiative making the institution an independent entity.12

Three months later, at their first meeting, newly appointed trustees authorized *The Clarion*. The masthead announced the paper's mission as "a medium of self-expression and to encourage self-improvement." Annual subscriptions cost one dollar. Like most other publications, it circulated outside of the prison. Administrators mailed it to powerful politicians around the state.

The first issue appeared in April 1937. *The Clarion* began as "a minor project" but soon grew into a major part of the institution. It was the only prison publication in the country printed on the prison premises, according to Florence Monahan, superintendent of Tehachapi when *The Clarion* first appeared. Trustee Lotus Louden published the Anaheim *Bulletin* and donated printing equipment from his own plant, including an old-fashioned hand press. *The Clarion* staff dubbed the press "Paul Revere" and treated it "with tenderness and respect." In addition to the newspaper, inmates published cookbooks—costing a quarter apiece—programs, and bulletins for a variety of prison activities.

Prisoners built the pressroom themselves, remodeling a "noxious, barn-like" building that had once housed rabbits. They "ripped out the hutches, installed windows, tar-papered the roof, laid a pine floor, wall-boarded the inside, drenched the outside with whitewash, and then sat back and admired their work." The part of the building not used as a press room became a small movie theater.

Unfortunately, fewer than two dozen issues of *The Clarion*’s Tehachapi years survive, virtually all from the 1940s. Although the paper experienced changes in design during this period, its style remained consistent throughout: a combination of dry wit, breeziness, sentimentality, and the earnest approach of a college or high school newspaper. Some of the writing was almost as sophisticated as mass-circulation publications, while other writers clearly struggled to put one word in front of another.

At any one time, a dozen or so inmates worked on the paper, and the names of contributors suggest a multicultural staff. They included Mary Assad, Edna Griego, and Navas Rey. It is clear that African Americans also contributed, since much

---

13 *The Clarion*, August, 1944, p. 4 [in the Earl Warren Papers, F3640:1009, California State Archives, Sacramento, CA]. The extensive Earl Warren collection covers every aspect of the California governor’s ten-year tenure as the state's chief executive. Information on the California Institute for Women at Tehachapi is contained in the archives' files, F3640: 1009–1011. According to James Morris, it is extremely difficult to know the number of publications emanating from women’s prisons, although he did not really examine those that existed.


15 Ibid.
of the news emanated from Culver, which authorities called "the Colored" cottage. In fact, Culver writers proved far more consistent in their submissions than correspondents from other cottages. If ethnic conflicts occurred, they do not appear in the pages of *The Clarion.*

Not every story carried a byline, and it is impossible to know the crimes of most contributors. A few stand out, however. Dorothy Goodrich, a serial check-kiter, edited the paper for a time. Isa Lang, a teacher convicted of murdering a female church treasurer in what may have been a lover's spat, edited the opinion section in the late 1940s. Barbette Hammell, a flamboyant con-woman convicted of bilking San Franciscans out of thousands of dollars, served two separate stints as a journalist. She won parole after writing for the San Quentin *Bulletin,* but re-offended and was sent to Tehachapi, where she immediately became the unanimous choice to edit *The Clarion.* Hazel Casteel, the so-called poker-bandit; Navas Rey, who murdered her lover in Monterey; and Gene Dayton, the forger, worked as general reporters.

Because their work was censored, it is tempting to dismiss the inmates' writing as unrepresentative of their actual sentiments and their depiction of prison staff—and prison life in general—as unrealistic and excessively fawning. Contributors also were not representative of all inmates: only the articulate, creative, and talented and those deemed suitable for rehabilitation need apply. Looking closely at their work, however, one can intuit how they used writing to gain personal empowerment.

The writers may have shaped their messages in terms acceptable to authorities, but the words and ideas were their own. As storytellers, they also were actors, rather than members of a passive audience. And their example served as a silent but clear rebuttal to the one-size-fits-all image of inmates as, in the words of Superintendent Florence Monahan, "coarse, common and uneducated."

The stories, essays, and poems that appeared in *The Clarion* depict women using constant activity to stave off boredom and loneliness, struggling to understand the world beyond the

---

16It is impossible to know the ethnic backgrounds of the writers, except for a few whose names clearly were Spanish in derivation. But most months, the paper included news from cottages, and since Culver housed African Americans, it seems likely the contributors were African American.

17Isa Long was a 46-year-old teacher, convicted in 1935 of shooting a friend to death during an argument over an avocado sandwich. Barbette Hammell concocted numerous schemes to bilk San Franciscans out of their money, including one in which she claimed to need money for her son's medical bills. Hazel Casteel was part of a trio that robbed a poker game, getting away with $303.
Con-woman Barbette Hammell served two stints as a journalist, one at San Quentin and one at Tehachapi, where she edited The Clarion. (Courtesy of the California State Archives)

prison gates, anxious to join that world but fearful of their reception. An essay from the March 1945 Clarion reflects some of these sentiments: "Seemingly, we are separated as if by seas and distance in opinions of each other. We too are people with souls, hopes and desires. Our caravans have traveled from many places and some day again our caravans will travel on... into your world. All we ask is equality, understanding, tolerance and compassion."

For their part, officials seemed open to allowing writers a fair amount of editorial leeway, within firm guidelines. And they expressed ambivalence about their role in the editorial process. When trustee Grace Barneberg took over as official

18The Clarion, February 1945, p. 6.
censor in 1944, she wrote a short message to the "girls," declaring her belief that "I think I should aid and encourage, but not participate." 19

Women who wrote for *The Clarion* had much in common with their male counterparts at men's prisons, and much of their coverage is similar in focus. But there were differences as well, having to do with such subtleties as tone and approach to their subjects, that suggest how well the women understood the power of language, whether spoken or implied. Female writers took great care to seem deferential and often laced coverage of serious topics with self-deprecation, humor, or sentiment. Men, on the other hand, tended to hold their subjects at arms' length and wrote dispassionately, more like "objective" reporters writing for mainstream newspapers.

For example, a writer for *The New Era* at the federal penitentiary in Leavenworth, Kansas, discussed an inmate with a good prison record who feared that earlier arrests might derail his pending probation:

Carefully and with interest Judge Savage read the certificates. Finally, he looked up and said, "Charles, you have been cooperating with the prison officials for the past year. Now we are going to cooperate with you. We are going to place you on probation."

Jerome Gilpatrick discussed a federal malaria project in *The Atlantian*, the Atlanta penitentiary's publication:

The men of Atlanta—whose patriotism has gone far to remove the traditional stigma of their circumstances and social status—were offered the opportunity to volunteer as "human guinea pigs" for the project of giving the drugs a final test. 20

Tehachapi authorities, like those at other prisons, clearly recognized the value of their paper. The April 1947 *Clarion* carried a letter from a San Francisco doctor who pondered, "Who is sending me *The Clarion*? I like it very much, and it has served in relieving the institution of the chill it always held for me. And you surely do have talent among you." 21


"All the News That's Fit to Print"

So how did The Clarion staff members depict life at the California Institution for Women? A college campus comes to mind, with inmates living together in dorms and working hard to learn the skills necessary for "graduation." In fact, writers usually referred to themselves as "students" and to Tehachapi as a "campus," although occasionally they slipped up and called it "the reservation."

Like any "campus," Tehachapi was the site of an endless round of activities, and The Clarion covered most of them: movies, church services, plays, musical performances, sports activities, and holiday celebrations. Also, there were elections for cottage councils; sewing, knitting, academic and vocational classes; self-help groups, including The Confraternity of Saint Theresa, which raised money for charity; and a chapter of Alcoholics Anonymous. The AA group started with fifteen women in 1945; two years later its membership had grown to 120, "with meetings every Monday."

Inmates in Culver Cottage wrote of their beauty salon: "A constant string of Mi Ladies come to and fro—they don't have to wait because the operators are always on time and you should see what a quick twist of the wrist and a little dab here and there of paint and powder will do in improving on nature," wrote Lucrecia McLeod, Culver's Clarion correspondent. Customers emerged "patting their shiny curls and trucking on down just like on Broadway or Main Street in any little town."

Writers bannered the lavish celebrations held for virtually every holiday. In May 1944, for example, Culver Cottage celebrated Mother's Day with a beautifully arranged dining room, "the tables in a horseshoe arrangement with an elaborate flower scroll, at the center of the dining room, forming the words Mothers' Day in flowers grown on our campus and made by Gladys Johnson."

July Fourth seems to have been a favorite holiday, providing the opportunity for a day-long extravaganza lasting deep into the night. The 1944 event included baseball, "lawn bowling, badminton, volley ball, a treasure hunt and various other games and contests," as well as a lavish picnic. "In the evening, we had a dance at the Globe and a big crowd was there. There was a Waltz

22"Five Years of Progress," The Clarion, March, 1947, p. 5.
23The Clarion, August 1944, p. 10.
24The Clarion, June, 1944, p. 16.
contest, and a Jitter-bug contest. . . Of course there were a few casualties during the day. Ella May Hart got a Charlie Horse and had to drop out of the baseball game while on second base. Then Gene Dayton got hit with a baseball bat.” Inmates won prizes for, among other things, “Husband Calling,” high jump, jitterbug, and waltzing. The women danced with each other.25

Music formed a constant backdrop to inmates’ lives. Culver Cottage held frequent jam sessions. “There are some mighty fine voices in Willard [Cottage]. Helen Richmeire and Elaine Summers are ever faithful to both orchestra and chorus. . . . Hodder [Cottage] isn’t out of the running, not with Sandra Cooper’s voice and the girls who never miss an orchestra practice and play faithfully through every dance. . . . So much talent that has been hidden is coming forth. We have even discovered a chicken that will not stay put in its own backyard, but wanders over to Culver and Hodder and sings and sings . . . quite early in the morning when we prefer to sleep.”

Inmates also took part in theater performances. In May 1944, forty prisoners participated in an adaptation of Clare Booth Luce’s play *The Women*, sponsored by *The Clarion*. Gene Dayton, who must have been the busiest inmate at Tehachapi, directed the cast in the story of a group of bitter, vengeful females. It seems an interesting choice for prisoners laboring to explode the backstabbing image. Invited guests, who included members of the State Prison Board, the Tehachapi Board of Trustees, and city officials from the nearby town of Tehachapi, pronounced the performance “remarkable.”

Inmate Navas Rey wrote a review that displayed a sophisticated understanding of gender relations: “In the women [sic], Claire [sic] Booth Luce, with her feet firmly set in the path of a career, has chosen to give us a play eulogizing the old fashioned home loving wife. . . . What shall we say of the recent performance by a director and a cast within our midst? Simply that it was astonishing! Without a real stage, with makeshift arrangements on every hand, a great deal of backbreaking work and very little opportunity to devote time and energy to rehearsing, the director . . . and her cast succeeded in putting on what any fair-minded individual would qualify as practically a professional performance.” Rey went on to detail the various characters, including Alice Avila as the villain (“with whom by the way the entire inmate body openly sympathized”).26

25*The Clarion*, June 1944, p. 5. The June issue was published late and did not appear until after July events.

Such rave reviews were common. In fact, it is difficult to find a single negative review of any performance, activity, or individual personality at Tehachapi—either staff member or inmate. The few exceptions pertained to former employees, including superintendent Florence Monahan. Without mentioning her by name, an article in the March 1947 Clarion noted, “Once upon a time, not so long ago (about 1941 in fact)
we dressed in patches. Not a patch here and a patch there, but patches. Period. There were no new dresses. They didn't look as if they had ever been new. They were patched with patches made from patches that had outlasted the original dress.”

Under Superintendent Alma Holzschuh, however, inmates wore spanking new dresses.27

Holzschuh was the primary beneficiary of good press. Clarion staff fell all over themselves to depict her in flattering terms. In March 1947, inmates held a surprise party, marking the fifth anniversary of her arrival at Tehachapi. “Everyone was pledged to secrecy and even the roots of the grapevine were cut until we were well on our way and the committees working.” The celebration featured a program of singing, food, and gifts, including an orchid corsage and a burnt wood plaque that read: “Five lines, Five years.” The writer added, “It is our wish that Miss Holzschuh will be with us for many more years.” She quickly inserted, “Not us, but those that may come behind.”28

The next year, inmates crowned Holzschuh “Mardi Gras Queen,” a difficult role, as she explained later, “because I had never been a queen and certainly never expected to be one.”29

The Clarion provided a forum for writers to show off their humanity and genuine good feelings for one another. Personal profiles and anecdotes gave writers a prominent platform for this purpose. In June 1944, staff members featured eighty-one-year-old Molly De Forcy, Tehachapi’s oldest prisoner and a resident of Davis Cottage. Obviously a character, De Forcy was “equally well versed in the classics and the patois of the steve-dore. Molly has delighted us for years with her ribald comments on the world in general and the people here in particular.”

She also took care of the institution’s cats, in spite of efforts by unnamed opponents to eradicate each batch of kittens. Twice each day, Molly “takes the long trek across the campus to the dairy for milk for her pets, and makes the round of the cottages, carrying her little basket to garner scraps of meat. That’s a big chore for old Molly, but she carries on in any and all weather—an indomitable force of human woman.” On the occasion of Molly’s birthday, the residents of Davis Cottage feted her with gifts, including “salmon for her cats and a lovely flower arrangement in a black cat pottery vase. We loved Molly’s reaction, ‘well, I’ll be damned!’”30

---

29“Mardi Gras,” The Clarion, April 1948, p. 5.
30“An Unforgettable Character,” The Clarion, June 1944.
In 1944, Davis Cottage housed Tehachapi's oldest prisoner, eighty-one-year-old Molly De Forcy. (Courtesy of the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation)

Other inmates lavished affection on pets as well, including a pigeon, nicknamed George, who perched atop a box of type and watched the monthly press run; a frog named Oscar who reportedly croaked on hearing his name; a cat named Timmy who walked on a leash; and another named Violet, who was the beneficiary of sweaters, hats, mittens and nightgowns made by "the girls." Violet turned out to be a male, but prisoners kept on making him clothing.1

Nipper, a small terrier, seems to have been a particular favorite. He frequently got into trouble, a circumstance that led to publicity in The Clarion from time to time. In early 1947, for example, "while wandering around after lock-up time, Nipper in one of his impetuous moods did put his footprints in the wet cement of the new runway between the laundry and annex. . . . Nipper says he wants a date put on them, like they do the stars at Grauman's Chinese [Theater]." Nipper even accompanied inmates to Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, which led to this comment: "Now Nipper, you seem to be trying to follow the program. But you are not an alcoholic, so you must be using it for that candy habit which is spoiling your digestion." A photo of Nipper sitting in a wicker basket appeared with the story.2


2"Squealing on Stoolie," The Clarion, April 1947, p. 4.
Inmates also looked out for each other. While Molly De Forcy took care of the cats, other inmates took care of Molly. "Fern Sheridan and Beatrice Hazeltine make sure that Molly's room is cleaned for her." And there were numerous other good Samaritans as well. Carolyn Fulghum, for example, was "always doing something nice for some one [sic] else." Virginia Netherly "sees beauty in nature and is doing a fine job with her paintbrush."

One of the most poignant and difficult tasks for inmates was to see their "sisters" through pregnancy and childbirth. Some reformatories allowed inmates to keep their babies for a few months, even up to a year. Tehachapi was not one of them. Inmates had to arrange for care from family members or put babies up for adoption. The Clarion tried to put the best spin on the problem. "Willard [Cottage] seems to have a very persistent visitor these days—Old Man Stork," The Clarion's "Roving Reporter" wrote in April 1947. "He brought Billie E. a little boy at Tehachapi Valley Hospital. This little guy has acquired many aunts, god-mothers, and even grandmothers. Now, Rita E. is anxiously awaiting the arrival of her little boy—Why? Because Rita wants it to be."

Once they gave birth, many inmates worked hard to pay for their children's care. One "girl knitted crocheted and knitted at night, after the house lights were out, by mere glow from the fence lights, in order to earn the money every month to pay the board of her baby outside."

Staff writers did, on occasion, use wry humor in describing fellow inmates, but always with an affectionate undertone. Two women who worked in the back shop setting type, for example, were described in terms that made them sound like beloved, if occasionally rapscallion, little sisters. Beverly Pennington "is a lively, good natured youngster." Irene Mehlem "is a lovely, rosy cheeked little doll who would seem more at home under somebody's Christmas tree than setting type. Little care we," the writer added, "that [Mehlem] confuses b's with d's and sets u's and n's upside down."

Sober reflection and sentimentality also found their way into the newspaper pages. The former often came in essays on self-improvement. Mary Jo Thomson warned of the perils of jealousy, which she compared to "a boa-constrictor that strangles every God-like sentiment within the heart. It distorts the mind

---

33 The Clarion, March 1945, p. 5.
and poisons the soul. It wraps us more fiercely in its coils until imagination and hallucination replace reason."37 Evelyn Simpson despaired of thoughtless behavior: "Did you ever stop to think what a chance remark overheard and misinterpreted might be when it reaches the ear of the one whom it concerned? Now you begin to correct your statement, but alas, the harm has been done."38

Dorothy Stewart described the long and painful journey from self-pity to self-understanding. "The hardest step is that first night, when in the quiet of your own four walls after lock-up time, we utter a faltering 'hello there' to the real self who awaits our welcome. . . . Each of us has lost more than we care to admit. . . . Regardless of circumstances, conditions and surroundings, let us not lose sight of the fact that it is our own life, our own self-respect which must be maintained to cope with the everyday standard of good living."39

Poems, perhaps, provide the most straightforward evidence of prisoners' real feelings, or at least the feelings they wanted to show to the world. As one inmate said, "[I]n prison, everybody writes. It seems that every person, after she has been here awhile, tends to become introspective."40

Editors and Tehachapi authorities carefully vetted poems, interviewing writers to make certain they had not cribbed contributions from other sources. Some inmates who clearly did not understand that copying someone else's work amounted to plagiarism happily submitted the work as their own. Confidence woman Barbette Hammell taught poetry classes and encouraged her fellow inmates to enter their work in prison poetry contests.

The subjects of their musings ranged widely. Ruth Rosenow wrote about the sadness of loss and of life passing:

I, having lived the round of life
As sweetheart, mother, friend
And wife
Feel autumn's fingers on
My heart
And dread with her loveliness
To part . . . . 41

39Dorothy Stewart, "Say Hello To Your Real Self," The Clarion. December 1945, p. 3.
40Monahan, Women in Crime. 201.
Some poems were speckled with humor. Dorothy Peet wrote,

I've heard folks complain a lot
And say hens have no poise
'Cause soon as she has laid an egg
She makes a lot of noise.\(^{42}\)

Others were full of self-deprecation, such as this offering from Mary Simmons:

Mirror, mirror on the wall,
Am I the fairest of them all?
Good Heavens No!
The answer came;
Your face would put a dog to shame.
Your hair is limp, your cheeks are white
Your lips are pale, you look a sight.
Mirror, mirror on the wall,
Can I improve my face at all?
Get lots of sleep and gobs of cream
To melt away wrinkles as you dream.
A little rouge and powder too,
To cover the freckles, thick as dew.
Then come to me and ask again
I'll give you a better answer then.\(^{43}\)

Hazel Casteel, the “poker bandit,” wrote with hope of the future,

Oh build me a house on the crest of a hill
Let there be speckled trout in a nearby rill
May there be grace at a meal for two
Let there be socks to mend for you
And let there be cupboards to stock and fill
with greens from our garden on the hill.\(^{44}\)

Dale Thrap riffed on the weather at Tehachapi:

This is the windiest place
I've ever been
The way the wind blows

\(^{42}\) *The Clarion*, March 1947, p. 20.


'tis really a sin,  
It whistles and howls  
And then it will roar,  
It stops for a second,  
Then howls some more.45

Although references to sex rarely peeked through the pages of The Clarion, occasionally the censors let one through, such as this poem by Mary Jo Thomson in 1944:

I've fashioned a cocktail  
That intoxicates without fail,  
Ingredients—Perfume  
Procedure—Mix well,  
"Aphrodictia" a waltz in the moonlight  
"Tabu" Our eyes glowing bright  
"Tabbac Blanc" Your tuxedo—a walk in the park  
"Cuire Russe" Our kisses in the dark.  
Together—Perfumes remind me of you.46

Connie Renner Willis compared the peaceful nature of birds with the grasping nature of humans:

As the days went passing by  
I watched and thought  
And wondered why  
That man with all his  
Wealth of gold  
Could not their peaceful fortune hold.47

The festivities, cottage activities, relationships to pets and fellow inmates, even the opportunity to pen poems, masked one indisputable fact: Virtually every inmate—except for repeat offenders and, perhaps, Molly De Forcy, who, at eighty-three, was still in Tehachapi—had a single, overriding goal: to get out. Writers did not bother to hide that fact. Parole was a constant theme, perhaps an obsession, in The Clarion.

As one writer described it, "Along about Board time every month a peculiar malady called Board Fever hits this campus and women who are usually well balanced complain of hearing ringing bells, heavenly voices, train whistles and messages from Mars. Only women who are appearing before the Board

46Mary Jo Thomson, "Cocktail," The Clarion, January 1944, p. 16.
complain of this plague." The writer urged women not to act like "morons" during this time, but to impress board members with "daily endeavor," "sincerity," and "poised demeanor." Writing for The Clarion undoubtedly served as evidence that staff members had mastered these qualities.

Virtually every issue mentioned at least one impending—or at least hoped-for—parole. Gene Dayton tried to downplay her anxieties in a 1944 column. She described herself as the "same wacky old sister, with hair of pure spun, Palomino grey, who eats only one meal a day to combat the inflation of the late thirties." She added, "Just because we're playing hard to get with those northwestern Mounties [only we ain't playin] is no reason for you femmes to chirp 'goodbye now' every time we cross the campus."49

Dayton left Tehachapi four months later, after penning this note to her fellow inmates: "Adieu, adieu, kind friends adieu... The time has come... to wish you all, good luck."50 Her own "luck" failed to hold, however. Dayton was not exactly a model citizen. Trustee Mary King lent her a car. Dayton promptly sold it and forged King's name to checks. Sent to San Francisco to work as a housekeeper, she fled with $60,000 worth of checks, jewelry, and paintings before being rearrested and returned to Tehachapi. Her name does not appear in later issues of The Clarion, so she probably did not return to her former job.51

In August 1944, three other Clarion staff members got the good news. "Board Fever Quarantine has been taken off the print shop now that all three of us have our parole dates set. After this issue, we will have the pleasure of introducing a new Clarion staff, that is, Connie and Lucky are deliriously pleased; the third member of this combine is able to control her enthusiasm."52 In fact, many, if not most, of the staff changes probably coincided with parole dates.

The same issue offered congratulations to Gladys Black for her successful parole. "The best of friends must part," writer Lucrecia McLeod noted plaintively. "We of Culver will miss your daily tunes of the ivories. A special surprise party was given by Ethel George and Thelma Pelayo... We sure will

49Gene Dayton, "Here We Go Again," The Clarion, August 1944, p. 13.
51Information on Dayton appears in an unsigned December 22, 1944, letter from someone at Tehachapi to the state Corrections Department. It is contained in the Earl Warren Collection at the California State Archives, F3640: 1011.
52"The Time Has Come," The Clarion, August 1944, p. 7.
miss Gladys, but we surely got a thrill when we watched her step out of the gate and cruise down that long lonesome road in that special made body—by Fisher."

Writing in the April 1947 issue, "Roving Reporter" Jean Evans exulted, "At last! At last! Our friend and ex-roving reporter Buda Green has departed for the sunny side of the street. Someone told her that the ratio was three men to each woman in Wyoming. So—being Buddy, and being one smart gal, [she] decided that was the place for her. Her send-off wasn’t the traditional 'Auld Lang Syne.' Instead, we sang 'Home in Wyoming.' Hope you've found it Buddy, along with the happiness you so deserve."

Getting out of prison did not mean all ties were cut, however. Parolees corresponded with inmates still inside. A few, like Gene Dayton, reoffended and came back as prisoners. Most returned only as visitors, a policy instituted by trustees in 1944. Administrators and trustees vetted inmates carefully before sending them out into the world with twenty dollars, a set of new clothes, and a hug for good luck, but some suffered separation anxiety. As Superintendent Holzschuh explained, "[M]any girls, as they have left the Institution for parole or discharge, have expressed the desire to remain in contact. They have said that they felt we are friends, with whom they can share their joys and who will help them with their problems."

The Clarion also provided a forum for a discussion of issues facing parolees. Some found themselves adequately prepared for the world outside. "Life is just what one makes it," wrote Gertrude Marie Dexter in March 1945. "Life on Parole has been an easy one for me. I feel when things don't go right for me, I have my Parole Officer. When I left CIW, I felt that all the officials had profound confidence in me, that's why my chance was granted, and I feel that I can go on and on keeping my promise, no matter what comes my way."

But others experienced challenges and difficulties. "In prison, I had my decisions worked out for me. I knew no financial obligations, had my routine ordered, had a specified job to do and if I failed in that job, I was assured of another to suit my abilities," one parolee wrote anonymously. "I was given medical assistance at the first threat of illness, my problems were worked out with the assistance of counseling and my place as a member of my so called community was assured."

53The Clarion, June 1944, p. 16.
Once on parole, though, everything changed, she warned her readers. "No longer will you be assisted in making decisions; no longer will you have to know the ordered routine that has been yours for so long. And here I realize the arguments and ridicule that you might offer me. You might tell me that you would be only too glad to be able to do away with that routine and order. True, for every one of us rebel [sic] against confinement. But the fact remains that we encounter difficulty when first facing the outside world, unless we are fortified within ourselves."\(^57\)

For women imprisoned at the California Institution for Women, *The Clarion* served many purposes. It entertained, instructed, and uplifted. It provided a creative outlet for poets, artists, and writers. It lessened the loneliness and sense of isolation and gave inmates a crucial sense of "community." Most importantly, it was an invaluable forum that enabled them to present themselves as ordinary people, complex and flawed—neither the paragons nor the monsters portrayed in various forms of popular media. As writer Isa Lang noted, "*The Clarion* is small in comparison to many other penal publications, but 'good stuff is done up in little packages,' as the old saying goes. As it goes forth each month, it is with the sincere prayer that those who read it may find something in its pages that will create a kindlier feeling toward those who having failed along the way are finding the way back. . . . Within ourselves lies victory or defeat."\(^58\)


\(^{58}\)Isa Lang, "The Importance of Prison Publication," *The Clarion*, March 1947, p. 3.
While the battle of women to achieve the right to vote is well known, the struggle of women to achieve the right to serve on juries is more obscure. In both cases, women were seeking to gain equal rights with men. Many of the same arguments used to deny women suffrage were reiterated to deny them jury service. These included the beliefs that women were too emotional, would make illogical decisions, and should remain in their homes to raise their children. Two new arguments also emerged. One was the necessity for men to shield women from courtroom testimony involving sordid criminal cases such as rape and murder. The second argument related to problems of housing mixed-gender juries sequestered overnight.

There were two key differences between the suffrage and jury service movements. First, although women’s suffrage became a national movement for passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, it was not necessary to amend it for women to serve on juries. Instead of a national campaign, women worked state by state to amend state constitutions that specified that jurors must be male.

When the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution was ratified in 1920, fourteen states granted women the right to serve on juries because state laws construed jury service as part of voting privileges. However, the majority of states would not relinquish state jurisdiction of juror qualifications to the fed-
eral government. Numerous state courts ruled that the Nineteenth Amendment applied only to voting and cited *Strauder v. West Virginia* as a legal precedent for barring women from jury service. In *Strauder*, a black man appealed his murder conviction on grounds that he was denied a trial by his peers, since his jury did not include black men. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that states could not impose juror qualifications discriminatory to individuals on the basis of race or color but could confine jury selections to men.

Second, although most western states granted women suffrage earlier than eastern states, the same pattern did not occur with jury service, possibly because it was not a national movement like the suffrage movement. In this article, western states are defined as those states located west of the Mississippi River. Legal scholar Cristina Rodriguez presents another explanation for the disparity of this pattern. Rodriguez argues that the performance of pioneer women jurors in Wyoming and Washington created a "gendered justice," which threatened an established masculine-based legal culture and fueled opposition to female jurors in western states.

In 1870, the first jury with women was convened in Wyoming Territory. Utah was the first state to grant women jury service in 1898, followed by Washington and California in 1911 and 1917, respectively. However, by 1929 only seven western states and fourteen eastern states allowed women to serve on juries. Nine western states and one territory did not permit women to serve on juries until the mid-1940s and 1950s.

Although no official national movement was organized, three of the first women's organizations to address this issue were the National Women's Party (NWP), the National Association of Women Lawyers (NAWL), and the National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs (BPW). Founded

---


4*Strauder v. West Virginia*, 100 U.S. 303 (1879).


in 1913 by Alice Paul, the goal of the NWP was to achieve full equity for women. A monthly magazine, *Equal Rights*, provided information about legal and social inequities affecting women as well as updates about lobbying efforts to resolve these inequities.⁸

NWP chair of the Lawyer’s Council and NAWL member Burnita Shelton Matthews wrote several articles analyzing the status of women jurors for *Equal Rights* and the *Women Lawyers Journal*. In these articles she provided a comprehensive history of the jury system, updates about states’ permitting or refusing women jury service, and comments by judges and lawyers about the effectiveness of women jurors.⁹ In one article, she proposed a solution to housing mixed-gender juries overnight: “The friends of the woman juror movement direct attention to the fact that for years men and women on trains have occupied the same pullman [sic] car with only curtains to separate the sleeping quarters of one person from those of another, yet there has been no cry of impropriety thereby that women were contaminated.” The article ends, “Jury service is an important part of the administration of justice, and women lawyers everywhere should give their active support to movements in behalf of women jurors.”¹⁰ Matthews’ articles were reprinted as pamphlets and distributed nationally by the NWP.

In 1931, the NWP funded an appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court by Genevieve Welosky of Massachusetts. Convicted for selling liquor during Prohibition, Welosky appealed her conviction by a male jury as a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment’s provision that guaranteed a trial by a jury of one’s peers. NAWL and NWP member Gail Laughlin prepared the brief for Welosky’s appeal. The NWP believed that a favorable ruling by the U.S. Supreme Court would establish a federal right for women jurors and end prolonged struggles to amend state constitutions for women to serve on juries. This goal, however, was defeated when the U.S. Supreme Court declined to grant certiorari.¹¹

---


Four years later, in 1935, the NWP again became involved in the trial of a woman convicted by a male jury. Edith Maxwell was a twenty-one-year-old schoolteacher convicted of murdering her drunken father by hitting him with a shoe during a brawl in which he threatened to kill her with a butcher knife. Maxwell's father was an alcoholic who subjected his family to years of domestic violence. Her two trials and convictions generated national press and support from women's organizations. The *Washington Post* and the NWP organized national donation drives to raise funds for her defense. After Maxwell's initial conviction and sentencing to twenty-five years in prison, she appealed the verdict partially on the basis that she was convicted by male jurors and was denied a trial by a jury of her peers. One of her defense lawyers hired by the NWP was Gail Laughlin, who unsuccessfully argued that Maxwell had been denied her Fourteenth Amendment rights at the second trial. A complete autopsy had not been performed on the victim, and, at the second trial, coroners reversed their testimony that her father had died from a head injury. Even though outside expert witnesses testified that his death could have been caused by a heart attack, Maxwell was sentenced to twenty years in prison and was denied a pardon by Virginia governor George C. Peer. Four years later, due to the intervention of First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, Maxwell was pardoned by Virginia governor James H. Price.12

The Edith Maxwell case created national controversy. It was frequently cited by women lawyers as an example of the injustice inflicted on women who were denied trials by their peers because women could not serve as jurors. Maxwell's verdict stimulated the NWP to increase its agitation for women jurors. An *Equal Rights* editorial, "Begin the Campaign Now," urged immediate action by women in the twenty-eight states where women were denied jury service.13 Another article in the same issue, "It Will Require Hard Work," listed twelve steps for organizing a successful legislative lobbying campaign and reminded women that they "cannot stand still and expect things to happen. They must make things happen."14

While the NWP began to focus exclusively on passage of the Equal Rights Amendment, the BPW and the NAWL continued

---


to work through their state organizations to coordinate passage of state legislation to allow women to serve as jurors.

NAWL was founded in 1899 by eighteen women lawyers in New York City. It published a monthly magazine with networking information and legal issues affecting women lawyers and other women. Members of NAWL also drafted jury bills for introduction in state legislatures. Reports about lobbying efforts for jury service bills were presented at state and national conventions and were published in the national magazine.¹⁵

Founded in 1919, BPW was the first professional organization for working women. BPW's goals were equity and economic self-sufficiency for women and advancement of women in business. For three decades, women's jury service was part of BPW's national legislative platform. Articles outlining techniques for lobbying legislators and providing updates on state legislative jury service bills were published in Independent Woman, BPW's national monthly magazine. State legislative chairs organized statewide lobbying campaigns and coalitions with other women's organizations. Reports about state lobbying campaigns were presented at state and national conventions. Many BPW members were pioneer businesswomen, lawyers, and state legislators. BPW quickly grew from an initial 212 members in 1919 to 37,970 members in 1924; 64,300 members in 1937; 137,724 members in 1947; and 175,274 members in 3,489 clubs in 1959. When BPW was organized in 1919, NAWL members attended the first BPW national convention, wrote the bylaws for the new organization, and joined BPW. Gail Laughlin was elected the first BPW national president.¹⁶

During the twentieth century, women lawyers continued to be joint members of NAWL and BPW. Five joint members were BPW national presidents: Gail Laughlin, Lena Madesin Phillips, Judge Sarah Hughes, Hazel Palmer, and Marguerite Rawalt. A prominent feminist and New York lawyer, Lena Madesin Phillips organized BPW while serving as secretary for the YWCA Women's War Council during World War I. She also served as the president of the National Council of Women and international president of the international BPW federation. Judge Sarah Hughes was the second woman to be appointed a federal court judge and the first woman to be elected a district


court judge in Texas. Hazel Palmer was a Missouri lawyer and an assistant county prosecuting attorney.\textsuperscript{17}

One joint member, Marguerite Rawalt, was national president of both BPW and NAWL. A noted feminist, Rawalt was a lawyer in the Office of the Chief Counsel of the Internal Revenue Service in Washington, D.C., and became the first woman president of the Federal Bar Association. She was appointed by President John F. Kennedy to the Presidential Commission on the Status of Women and filed the first sex discrimination lawsuits for the National Organization of Women (NOW) under Title VII during the 1960s and 1970s.\textsuperscript{18}

Some other notable joint members were NAWL national president Burnita Shelton Matthews, the first woman to be appointed a federal district court judge; Florence Allen, the first woman to be elected a state supreme court justice, and Lorna Lockwood, the first woman to serve as a chief justice of a state supreme court.\textsuperscript{19}

The intensity and duration of the struggle by women to serve on juries varied from state to state. A chart contrasting suffrage versus jury service dates is in Appendix 1.

After women received the right to vote in Wyoming in 1869, Esther Morris was appointed the first woman justice of the peace in the United States in 1870. Shortly after her appointment, six Wyoming women were summoned for service on a grand jury in March 1870. They were Miss Eliza Stewart (teacher), Mrs. Amelia Hatcher (widow), Mrs. G.F. Hilton (doctor's wife), Mrs. Mary Mackel (clerk's wife), Mrs. Agnes Baker (merchant's wife), and Mrs. Sarah Pease (deputy court clerk's wife).\textsuperscript{20} Presiding Justice John Howe assured the women he would protect them, saying, "[Y]ou shall not be driven by the sneers, jeers and insults of a laughing crowd from the temple of justice, as your sisters have from some of the medical colleges.


\textsuperscript{18}Judith Paterson, Be Somebody: A Biography of Marguerite Rawalt (Austin, TX, 1986).


The first woman president of the Federal Bar Association, Marguerite Rawalt was appointed by President Kennedy to the Presidential Commission on the Status of Women and filed the first sex discrimination lawsuits for the National Organization of Women during the 1960s and 1970s. [Courtesy of BPW/USA]
of the land. The strong hand of the law shall protect you”; and “that it will be a sorry day for any man who shall so far forget the courtesies due and paid by every American gentleman to every American lady as to even by word or act endeavor to deter you from the exercise of those rights with which the law has invested you.”

News of the first grand jury with women jurors in the United States quickly spread throughout the world and prompted a telegram from Kaiser Wilhelm in Germany to President Grant, congratulating the men of Wyoming for their “evidence of progress, enlightenment, and civil liberty.” The women jurors wore heavy veils as they traveled to and from the courtroom, and they refused to pose for pictures. An artist’s drawing depicting them holding babies in their laps, with the caption, “Baby, baby, don’t get in a fury. Your mamma’s gone to serve on a jury,” was printed in many national newspapers. The caption was frequently quoted as a reason why women should not serve on juries.

During a three-week session, the grand jury reviewed cases of murder, manslaughter, cattle and horse stealing, and illegal branding. At the end of the session, Justice Howe complimented the women on their conduct, saying they had proven that “women would make just as good jurors as men if not a great deal better.”

A common argument against women serving on juries was that they would be too merciful. This theory was dispelled by the performance of six women petit jurors (Lizzie Spooner, Mrs. Retta Burnham, Nellie Hazen, Mrs. Mary Wilcox, Mrs. I.N. Hartsough, and Mrs. J.H. Hayford) during a murder trial in Laramie. Petit jurors are those who serve during civil and criminal trials. Despite defense arguments designed to appeal to the women’s sympathy, Mrs. Hartsough, a Methodist minister’s wife, consistently voted for murder, while knitting and muttering, “Whoso sheddeth man’s blood by man shall his blood be shed.” On the first ballot, the jurors’ votes were as follows: one vote by a woman for murder in the first degree, two votes by women for murder in the second degree, three votes by women for manslaughter, three votes by men for manslaughter,

21Quoted in ibid., 1303.
22Ibid., 1304.
23Ibid., 1313.
24Ibid.
25Ibid., 1316.
and three votes by men for acquittal. After some struggle with the testimony and multiple additional ballots, the jury found the defendant, Andrew Howie, guilty of manslaughter, and the judge sentenced him to ten years at hard labor.\textsuperscript{26}

One reason Wyoming women were given the right to serve on juries was that they were perceived as more capable than men to uphold the law in lawless mining camps, and the initial performance by women jurors validated this belief. After the Howie indictment, the women grand jurors discussed territorial laws restricting operating hours of saloons and gambling houses on Sundays. They were concerned that these laws were not being enforced. The women so passionately pursued rigid enforcement that Wyoming legislators reacted strongly at the next territorial legislative session by repealing the laws.\textsuperscript{27}

Wyoming's experiment with women jurors was cut short when the Wyoming Supreme Court overturned a conviction by a mixed-gender jury, ruling mixed-gender juries unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{28} As a result of this decision, Wyoming women were barred from serving on juries for almost eighty years. During these years, bills for women jurors were introduced and killed in the state legislature. In 1925, Senator D.A. Preston opposed a women's jury bill because "it worked a hardship on husbands and fathers who were summoned home to care for babies and do the housework."\textsuperscript{29} Wyoming women finally regained the right to serve on juries in 1950, when the state constitution was amended. The 1950 women's jury bill was introduced by state representative Madge Enterline, a member of the NAWL and the BPW.\textsuperscript{30}

In 1884, Washington became the second territory to allow women to serve on juries, once again because women were perceived as more likely than men to uphold the law. As in Wyoming, mixed-gender juries in Washington were a brief experiment, ending in 1887 when the Washington Supreme Court rescinded both suffrage and jury service for women. When suffrage was restored by the state legislature in 1910, Washington became the first state to amend its constitution

\textsuperscript{26}\textit{Ibid.}, 1315, 1316.

\textsuperscript{27}\textit{Ibid.}, 1313.

\textsuperscript{28}\textit{Ibid.}, 1293–1341.


to allow women to serve on juries one year later. The victory prompted a newspaper editorial:

That the gift of logic was withheld from women has been frequently asserted though never proved but the logic of male jurors in the State of Washington has not been noticeably strong. . . . [O]ne stupid or obstinate man will often keep a jury in conference many hours. Stupidity and obstinacy are not denotements of sex.

However, other publications viewed the restoration of women jurors in Washington less favorably. An article in the Virginia Law Register about an Olympia trial with five women jurors ends with the comment, "No doubt [women jurors] will act as wisely and sanely as the ordinary run of jurymen; but we cannot help wishing that their services as such will for many years be confined to regions beyond the Rockies."

California women also encountered legal reversals after initially serving on juries in the early 1900s. State and national newspapers published numerous articles about the behavior and actions of women jurors in 1911. By publicizing what was construed as irresponsible behavior by women jurors, newspapers reinforced the perception that women were not capable jurors. A Los Angeles newspaper article, "Good Looks Free Prisoner," described women jurors acquitting a horse thief because he was "far too handsome a man to be a horse thief."

In San Francisco, the first woman empanelled in a California Superior Court requested and received a court recess because she urgently needed to stay home. Although the woman didn't specify why she needed to stay home, the Los Angeles Times article speculated that her request might be due to the risk of a batch of rising bread overflowing or the risk of moistened clothes prepared for ironing becoming mildewed. A New York Times article, "Woman's Jury Fails to Agree on Eating," which reported the failure of Los Angeles' first all-women jury

to reach a verdict or decide where to eat lunch, implied that women had difficulty making decisions.36

When men convicted by mixed-gender juries successfully appealed their verdicts because the state constitution defined jurors as a "body of men," California women were prevented from serving on juries until its constitution was amended.37 A women's jury bill was introduced in the California legislature in 1915 and passed the state senate by a vote of 24–14. One week later, the bill was reconsidered by the senate during a heated two-hour debate. Despite an attempt by Senator Edwin M. Butler to amend the bill to allow women to opt out of jury service by filing a written notice, the senate reversed its decision and the bill failed by a vote of 17–20. Senator Edward K. Strobridge changed his vote after polling fifty clubwomen in his district and discovering that forty-three were opposed to jury service for women. Similarly, Senator E.S. Birdsall changed his vote, saying that forty out of forty-three women in his district opposed jury service for women.38

In 1917, Miss Marguerite Ogden, a San Francisco lawyer and NAWL member, chaired a committee of the Women's Legislative Council of California, which drafted a women's jury bill. The council was a state organization with delegates from all women's clubs interested in legislation affecting women's issues.39 Gail Laughlin wrote the women's jury bill.40 A speaker for the National American Woman Suffrage Association, Laughlin opened a law office in San Francisco in 1914 and was a member of the California Republican Central Committee.41

When the new law was signed by the California governor, a 1918 editorial summarized the difficulties of mixed-gender juries:

Men can sprawl in the chairs and can put their feet on the rails but what of women? There is no opportunity to gossip and the fair jurors are liable to be assailed with

38"No Women Jurors," Los Angeles Times, April 21, 1915.
40"Prominent Woman Lawyer," Atlanta Constitution, August 1, 1920.
the odor of a tobacco chewing man juror or one from the ranch with the smell of cattle on his clothing.\(^{32}\)

Despite the newspaper's predictions, California women proved they could effectively serve on juries. In August 1918, Emily Baruch became the first woman in California to vote for the death penalty. In a newspaper interview, she said, "I brushed aside womanly feelings. . . . Murder was against God's law, and the slayer should not go unpunished for lack of decision on the part of a woman."\(^{43}\) Baruch concluded her interview by saying her experience had proven that women were not too impractical or sympathetic to serve on juries.

State legislatures in Nevada, Utah, and Oregon passed bills allowing women to serve on juries as well as permitting them to claim exemption from jury service if they had minor children or were married. When large numbers of Oregon women exercised this option, it created difficulties for empanelling juries in trials affecting children under eighteen, because the law also required half of such juries to be women.\(^{44}\) In 1923, the territory of Alaska amended its constitution to permit women to serve on juries.\(^{45}\) Montana, however, didn't amend its state constitution until 1939, fourteen years after a woman's jury bill was defeated in the 1925 legislature.\(^{46}\)

Women living in nine other western states and one territory—Arizona, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming—waged long struggles to serve on juries that did not end until midway through the twentieth century. The 1946 federal census showed an increase of 1,171,948 women over twenty-one years of age since the previous federal census. It was estimated that women owned 70 percent of private wealth, 65 percent of savings accounts, and 40 percent of real estate, and were directly or indirectly involved in 40 percent of all litigation. But eighteen states throughout the United States still banned women jurors.\(^{47}\)

\(^{42}\)Editorial, Los Angeles Times, January 20, 1918.

\(^{43}\)"Woman Juror Tells of Trial," Los Angeles Times, August 25, 1918.
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\(^{46}\)Laws of Montana, secs. 8883, 8885, 8886, 8887, 8889, 8890, 8893, 8894 8895 (1939); "Woman Juror Bill Killed," Los Angeles Times, February 18, 1925.

During these years, the issues of whether women should serve on juries, were capable of serving on juries, or wanted to serve on juries generated frequent articles in state and national newspapers, magazines, and legal journals. Appendix 2 presents a brief list of headlines from national newspaper articles outlining these issues, as well as problems associated with women jurors ranging from proper attire and conduct to housing of mixed-gender juries sequestered overnight, lack of courthouse bathrooms for women, and the willingness or unwillingness of women to serve on juries.

Jury service by women was a controversial issue that divided both men and women. Social attitudes and biases changed slowly. After the first trial with women jurors in Wyoming, the Cheyenne Daily Leader predicted, "The prospect of being compelled to sit with a lot of strange men... a target for the impudent stare of hundreds of masculine loafers, breathing the foul air of a court room reeking with a conglomeration of vile smells—is not the most inviting to a refined and sensitive woman." 48 In 1921, a Phoenix newspaper article, "Giggling Girls Not Wanted on Juries," reported Judge Louis Repetto’s ruling barring "busy wives of working-men, mothers of small children, and immature women who giggle, rouge, and powder but do not think" from serving on juries in his New Jersey courtroom. 49

A 1938 Arizona Republic random poll reflected the continuing division of opinion. While one woman said, "[F]ailure to enact a law permitting women to serve on juries is just part of the discrimination against women," another woman retorted that "it's a man's job and I am perfectly satisfied to let the man take care of it." While one man stated, "Yes, women are as well balanced as men," another man replied, "No, women are too fickle and they change their minds too easily." 50

In 1952, attorney Frank Doherty spoke at a Los Angeles lawyers club meeting and described the jury system as "being weakened by the overloading of juries with women." 51 Two years later, Judge Richard Austin encouraged members of the United Protestant Church Men's Club in Chicago to "do whatever you

48"Females in the Jury Box," Cheyenne Daily Leader, March 1, 1870.


can" to have their wives excused from jury service.\textsuperscript{52} When the *Phoenix Gazette* polled Arizona men and women about women jurors in 1957, a woman emphatically declared, "My father was a judge, and he thought the courtroom was no place for a lady. I was brought up to believe that way and I still do."\textsuperscript{53}

Lawyers and judges also were divided about women jurors. In 1918, attorney H.W. Powell recorded his experience as a juror during a Washington trial with women jurors:

> As for the ladies, I am firmly convinced that women as a whole are temperamentally unfit for jury duty. . . . Women's divine sympathy cropped out in every case I was on, yet they strenuously denied this always.\textsuperscript{54}

Two years later, New York Assistant District Attorney Alfred Talley opposed women jurors because "the prime duty of woman is that she should be the mother of the race and guardian of the home and this is more important than any service in the courtroom."\textsuperscript{55} In the same year, a *Virginia Law Review* article commented, "The exclusion of woman far from being prejudicial, is if anything, beneficial to her. She may not have the right to be tried by a jury of her equals, but she has the unique privilege of being tried by a jury of her admiring inferiors. By a jury of peers is meant nothing more than a jury of fellow citizens."\textsuperscript{56}

However, women lawyers and judges argued that women were not only qualified to serve but would improve the quality of juries. In 1934, Alma Lutz wrote two *Equal Rights* articles, both titled, "The Case for Women Jurors," which included numerous quotes by lawyers and judges. Judge Florence Allen of Ohio argued that "the participation of women in the courts, not only as attorneys, prosecutors, and judges, but as jury women has immeasurably raised the tone of the administra-


\textsuperscript{53}"Do Women of Today Approve of the Chance to Be Jurors?" *Phoenix Gazette*, February 1, 1957.


tion of justice."57 Echoing these sentiments, California Superior Court Judge Georgia Bullock declared that the "advent of women as jurors" was not a "concession" but a "recognition of their rights and duties as citizens."58

As women began to serve on juries, increasing numbers of lawyers and judges publicly commented favorably on women jurors. When women began serving on juries in Oregon, Judge G.F. Skipworth wrote, "My experience and observation teaches me that women are equally as good jurors as men... [T]he women show a very high degree of intelligence in discussing the facts and applying the law to the facts."59 In 1934, Washington U.S. District Court Judge J. Stanley Webster wrote, "I was Judge of the Superior Court... for Spokane County for a number of years prior to the time when women were made eligible for jury service, and I was still on that bench after women took up service in the Court... I have no hesitation in saying that, in my judgment, women make acceptable, capable, and satisfactory jurors."60

Judges who previously had opposed women jurors started to change their minds. In a 1934 Equal Rights article, Minneapolis Judge Edward Waite admitted, "Like many other men of the old school, I was formerly adverse to the employment of women as jurors, but since serving with them on several occasions I have entirely reversed my opinion. Strange to say, the average woman juror, despite the factor of more than half of them having no business experience, grasps the import of a case more intelligently than the average man juror."61

During the 1940s, women argued that their war service and employment in war factories qualified them as jurors. In 1943, state legislator Mrs. Leslie Cutler, the sponsor of a Massachusetts women's juror bill, urged, "Are we here in Massachusetts going to tell our women who have been serving as nurses on Bataan and Corregidor, who have been ferrying planes for the

60Quoted in Lutz, "The Case for Women Jurors," 47.
Army, who have been taking men's places in war industries, that they are incapable of being jurors? Not in my opinion.\textsuperscript{62}

In 1948, New York Judge Dorothy Kenyon exclaimed, "The courthouse at present shelters women plaintiffs and defendants, women witnesses, women policewomen, women lawyers, women prosecutors, and women judges. There is no reason why the court cannot also shelter women jurors."\textsuperscript{63}

Meanwhile, during these years, western women continued to struggle for jury service. In 1921, a women's jury service bill was introduced but failed in the Nebraska state legislature.\textsuperscript{64} Although the bill continued to be introduced in the legislature, Nebraska's constitution was not amended to include women jurors until 1943.\textsuperscript{65} After Idaho women received suffrage in 1896, they began to serve on juries. State and national newspapers printed articles about the difficulties and problems of the women jurors and criticized their behavior. A Washington Post article, "Funny Women Jurors," described the failure of a Boise mixed-gender jury to reach a unanimous verdict as an entertaining experiment.\textsuperscript{66} In 1912, the first all-women jury in Twin Falls created a furor when they defied a judge who refused to recess court so they could cook dinners for their families at noon. After an unauthorized two-hour absence, the women jurors returned to the courtroom but were not penalized by the judge.\textsuperscript{67}

In 1924, a convicted bootlegger appealed a mixed-gender jury verdict to the Idaho Supreme Court because the Idaho state constitution defined jurors as "a body of men." The Idaho Supreme Court ruled "that the jury statutes provide that a jury is a body of men" and were not affected by the Idaho suffrage amendment.\textsuperscript{68} One year later, a women's jury bill was introduced and failed in the state legislature. Another women's jury bill passed the Idaho House of Representatives but was defeated in the Idaho senate by a vote of 35-9 in 1933.\textsuperscript{69} The bill
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continued to be introduced in the state legislature, but Idaho women did not serve on juries until the state constitution was amended in 1943. A condescending Chicago Tribune article, "Women Can Wear Hats If They’re Pretty," reported Judge Charles Koelsch’s ruling that women jurors could wear hats in his Boise courtroom "if they are pretty ones."

One of the longest battles by women to serve on juries occurred in Arizona. In 1914, nine women who lived in Mesa, Arizona, were summoned for jury service but were prevented from serving when Maricopa County Attorney Frank Lyman ruled women jurors unconstitutional. Lyman’s decision was a major reversal in a state in which women had previously achieved significant political success. Arizona women received suffrage in 1912 and elected two women, Frances Willard Munds and Rachel Berry, to the state legislature in 1914.

Beginning in 1921, a women’s jury bill was annually introduced and died in legislative committees in the next five sessions of the state legislature. In 1933, BPW member and Arizona legislator Jessie Bevan sponsored and secured its passage by the house of representatives only to have it die in the senate. During the house debate, Representative William Wisener entered a written objection in the legislative records that included common arguments against women serving on juries:

I have tried hard to defeat this bill for I felt it was not in the interests of economy or of the women of the state. I still contend that the average woman of the state sincerely objects to leaving her home, her children, and all that a mother’s heart holds dear, for the purpose of sitting as a judge in certain cases such as rape, seduction, bastardy, incest, sodomy, and murder cases. Should she smother her finer qualities and consent to do so, can she


The memory of my old mother, of my precious wife, our darling daughter, has led me to make the fight that I have made. With all due regard to those of the house who were not with me, I am led to utter a portion of a prayer of the Christ on the cross who said, "Father, forgive them for they know not what they do."  

The defeat of the 1935 jury service bill sponsored by another BPW member and Arizona legislator, Bridgie Porter, inspired BPW members to further intensify their lobbying campaign as well as to adopt new methods for public education on the issue. In 1938, a Phoenix BPW club organized a five-week jury training school with a judge, mock trials, and women jurors. The school's curricular goals were to "improve the competence of jurors" and demonstrate that women could effectively serve on juries. Several hundred women from the Arizona chapter of BPW, Soroptomists, Century Club, Altrusa, Breakfast Clubs, Pilots, American Legion Auxiliary, and the Arizona Federation of Women's Clubs attended the schools. Women jurors heard attorneys argue cases that had previously been tried. The women's juror school generated significant publicity in Phoenix newspapers. In an Arizona Republic interview, Judge Marlin Phelps stated, "[T]hese women juries have been very fair and compare favorably with the verdicts given by men juries sitting on similar cases." An Arizona Republic editorial reported, "The women attending these sessions of the school for jurors are finding out that serving as a juror is not a pleasant job at all, and that it is not one of play but one that means considerable work. . . . These Phoenix women who take the time to attend are not wasting it. The time is not distant when jury service will be one of the rights of women in the nation. Like Boy Scouts they will be prepared."

Despite the success of the jury training school and increased newspaper publicity, the women's jury bill was again de-
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feated in the 1939 legislature.\textsuperscript{80} Outraged, BPW Arizona state president and state legislator Annie Campbell Jones vowed to "establish jury service for women" or "abolish the jury system altogether."\textsuperscript{81} BPW Arizona members refused to accept defeat and continued to intensify their efforts under the guidance of state legislative chair Harriet Oliver, who encouraged members, "[W]e are looking forward to a brighter dawn but the road which we must travel is ORGANIZATION."\textsuperscript{82}

From 1941 to 1943, women's jury bills were introduced by male legislators and female BPW Arizona legislators. Finally in 1945 BPW member, Arizona legislator, and women's jury bill sponsor Claire Phelps danced a jig on the legislative floor after it passed both houses of the legislature, even though the bill was amended with a clause providing women the option of exemption from jury service due to their gender.\textsuperscript{83}

One day later, Governor Sidney Osborn approved the women's jury bill on an emergency basis in the presence of BPW/AZ members. He gave BPW/AZ members the pen he used to sign the bill in recognition of their role in passage of the law.\textsuperscript{84} Arizona's first all-women jury was convened three hours later. All the jurors were members of BPW Arizona.\textsuperscript{85}

Colorado women also fought a lengthy battle for jury service. In 1907, Hilda Smith was the first Colorado woman selected to serve on a jury for a divorce trial.\textsuperscript{86} Six years later, Lydia Berkeley Tague became the first county judge in Colorado.\textsuperscript{87} In 1916, lawyer Clara Ruth Mozzer was the first woman to serve as an assistant to the attorney general of Colorado.\textsuperscript{88} During these years, Colorado women continued to serve on juries until they were barred from jury service in 1924 because the state consti-
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tution specified jurors as "males." Women did not regain the right to serve on juries until the state constitution was amended in 1945.

Although a women's jury bill was introduced (but failed to pass) in the South Dakota legislature as early as 1925, women in the state continued to be barred from jury service until the state constitution was amended in 1947.

Like Arizona, Oklahoma gave women suffrage prior to passage of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920, but delayed jury service for women until midway through the twentieth century. Oklahoma women began voting in 1918, and by 1933 there were one hundred women lawyers in the state. From 1943 to 1949, BPW Oklahoma sponsored women's jury bills that died annually in legislative committees. As the women's jury bills continued to fail in the legislature, lobbying efforts by BPW Oklahoma increased. Beginning in July 1950, BPW Oklahoma state legislative chair Mary Pokorny met personally with or wrote letters to all state legislators about the bills. During the 1951 legislative session, Pokorny traveled frequently from Lawton to Oklahoma City to lobby for the bill. She wrote numerous letters to BPW Oklahoma clubs updating them about the status of the bill and the arguments against the bill so members could effectively lobby their local legislators.

In January 1951, House Bill 145 for women jurors was introduced by Judiciary Committee chair Robert Sherman. The bill passed the state house of representatives by a vote of 87 to 14 but was at risk of dying in the Senate Judiciary Committee when a dramatic event occurred. During the legislative session, the BPW Oklahoma held its annual state convention in Oklahoma City. After national BPW Second Vice President Marguerite Rawalt gave a stirring speech urging action, the state convention recessed, and three hundred BPW Oklahoma members

---
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stormed the state capital, led by their president, Dorothy Purdy. State senators were called out of assembly to meet with the Oklahoma chapter members, who demanded that the bill be reported out of committee and passed. While the women waited, the Senate Judiciary Committee held a meeting in the hall, and the bill was passed without recommendation. As a result of their lobbying the next day, the bill was moved from nineteenth to fourth place on the senate's agenda and passed by a vote of 32–2 on May 8, 1951.

During the final floor debate, Senator Paul Ballinger referred to the outraged BPW Oklahoma members by recommending, "I think the saying 'hell hath no fury like a woman scorned' should be changed to hell hath no fury like a clubwoman scorned." House Bill 145 passed with the provision that it be placed on the ballot as a proposition at a primary election for final approval by voters during 1951. The bill was also amended to permit women with minor children to be exempt from jury service.

The authors of the Oklahoma women's jury bill were Tulsa BPW and NAWL members Dorothy Young, Norma Wheaton, Mildred Brooks Fitch, and Jewel Russell Mann. Norma Wheaton and Dorothy Young also successfully defended the constitutionality of the new law before the Oklahoma Supreme Court. Dorothy Young served as a judge of the Tulsa Juvenile Court beginning in the 1950s. Norma Wheaton was elected president of the Tulsa County Bar Association in 1946. Mildred Brooks Fitch was a member of the Oklahoma and Washington D.C., bar associations. A prominent Tulsa lawyer in the oil industry, Jewell Russell Mann was elected first vice president of NAWL in 1953 and BPW Oklahoma state president in 1960.
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Unlike the territory of Alaska, which gave women jury service relatively quickly, women in the territory of Hawaii underwent a longer struggle to serve on juries because of legal complications. In order to permit the Hawaii territorial legislature to authorize women jurors, the Organic Act of Hawaii for Territorial Government had to be amended by the U.S. Congress. As early as 1929, a women’s jury bill was introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives by Hawaii Congressional Delegate Victor Houston and was sent to the U.S. Senate, where it was later tabled.104

During 1931, the Hawaii Bar Association passed a resolution opposing women jurors by a vote of 45–6.105 The resolution influenced the Senate Committee on Territories and Insular Affairs, chaired by Connecticut senator and Hawaii native, Hiram Bingham, to table the bill despite lobbying by Hawaiian women. Outraged, Hawaii Congressional Delegate Victor Houston wrote a letter to Senator Bingham reminding him that the 1930 territorial Republican platform contained a plank for Hawaiian women jurors and that the last two territorial Hawaii legislatures approved concurrent resolutions by the territorial governor requesting Congress to amend the Organic Act.106 Despite intense lobbying by Hawaiian women, the Organic Act was not amended by Congress until 1951, followed by a similar amendment of Hawaii’s territorial laws to provide for jury service by women.107

Also in 1951, the state of New Mexico joined the growing number of states and territories that allowed female jury service when it amended its constitution.108 The last western state to allow women to serve on juries was Texas. In 1918, Texas women were granted suffrage, and Ma Ferguson, the first Texas woman governor, was elected in 1924.109 During 1935, Sarah Hughes was appointed as a Texas district court judge, and in 1939 a Texas woman lawyer was admitted to try a case before
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the U.S. Supreme Court. However, during these years women were still unable to serve on juries in Texas.

After national suffrage was achieved in 1920, women were summoned for jury service in several Texas counties. In 1921, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals reversed a verdict of a man convicted by a mixed-gender grand jury and ruled women jurors illegal because the Texas constitution stipulated “juries in district courts shall be composed of twelve men.” Two bills to provide jury service for women were introduced in the state legislature and died without a committee hearing prior to 1937.

In June 1937, the Texas chapter of BPW voted to focus exclusively on obtaining jury service for women and began a seventeen-year legislative lobbying campaign. BPW Texas organized a special state committee to develop educational material on women’s jury service and coordinate radio and newspaper publicity throughout Texas. Letters were sent to other women’s organizations providing information about women jurors and inviting them to organize or participate in educational activities.

One of the leaders in the lobbying effort was Judge Sarah Hughes, a BPW Texas and NAWL member. A former state legislator, Hughes served as a state district judge in Dallas from 1935 to 1961, when she was appointed a federal district court judge by President John F. Kennedy.

Hughes spoke frequently at public meetings throughout Texas about the need for women to serve on juries. Her speech, entitled “The Half-Citizen” was published in the Texas Bar Journal in 1939. Hughes believed women should serve on juries because they were citizens like men and entitled to the full benefits of citizenship. To deny women participation in jury service was to make them “half-citizens” subject to unequal justice. Her article refuted common arguments against women jurors. In response to the belief that women were too emotional and easily prejudiced, Hughes argued, “[T]here is hardly any more likelihood of a woman’s being prejudiced by a good-looking district attorney than of a man’s being overcome by the
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tears of a pretty woman." Hughes' article concludes by declaring that when women became jurors, they would assume the "full obligation of citizenship," and arguments against women jurors would disappear.115

In 1950, Judge Hughes spoke at a meeting of the Tennessee Bar Association about why women should serve on juries. Despite eleven years of lobbying, she continued to be an outspoken and fervent advocate for women's rights. Hughes exclaimed, "Well, if you are going to keep women from hearing the sordid things you would have to take all the newspapers away from them, you have to keep them away from the moving pictures, keep the magazines away from them, and probably lock them up in the house, because they are going to hear the facts of life."116 She ended her speech by urging the Tennessee lawyers to assume the responsibility of reform in the administration of justice and amend Tennessee's constitution so women could serve on juries.117

Beginning in 1939, the Texas chapter of BPW sponsored a women's jury bill annually in the state legislature that routinely was killed in committees or that passed the house of representatives and then died in the senate. In 1949, a bill to place women's jury service on the ballot at the November election passed both houses of the state legislature. However, due to a light voter turnout and almost unanimous opposition by rural counties, the proposition was defeated by voters in the November 1949 election by a vote of 54.6 percent to 45.4 percent.118

Simultaneously, two lawsuits were funded by a BPW Texas club and individual BPW Texas members who hoped to obtain a favorable judicial ruling on women's jury service. In 1938, a civil suit (Glover v. Cobb) was filed in Dallas County to require county officials to place the names of women in the jury wheel by interpreting the word men in a generic fashion to apply to both men and women in the state constitution regarding jury service.119 However, the court of civil appeals ruled that the word men could not be construed to include women, since there were no women jurors when the Texas constitution was adopted.120
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The Honorable Sarah T. Hughes, a member of both BPW and NAWL, was the second woman to be appointed a federal court judge and the first to be elected a district court judge in Texas. (Photo by Squire Haskins; courtesy of the University of North Texas Archives)
In 1950, a Tom Green County case was appealed to the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals by a woman defendant due to intentional exclusion of women jurors and lack of due process under the Fourteenth Amendment. The court upheld the verdict, and the U.S. Supreme Court declined to grant certiorari.121

During 1952, the Texas chapter of BPW embarked on an intensive public education campaign about the issue and organized a Texas Citizens Committee for Women Jurors. Committee members included BPW Texas, the American Association of University Women, the League of Women Voters, the Federation of Women's Clubs, and the Congress of Parents and Teachers. After an intensive, statewide publicity campaign of radio speeches, newspaper articles, and public meetings, the bill was reintroduced in 1953 and passed both houses of the legislature. The bill referred final approval to Texas voters by placing it on the primary election ballot as a proposition. On November 2, 1954, women's jury service was approved in a primary election by 57 percent of Texas voters by a vote of 237,078 to 175,539.122

Elated by the victory, Judge Sarah Hughes wrote an article about BPW Texas Federation's lengthy battle for jury service for Independent Woman, the national BPW magazine. She stated,

Though the fight to make women eligible for jury service was long and hard, it was worth all our efforts. . . . It was only through the determined and cooperative efforts of hundreds that victory was achieved. . . . I am glad to write "finis" to the story and throw away that speech entitled, "Texas Women—Half-Citizens."123

However, women in other states, particularly in the South, continued to be barred from jury service. During 1968, Mississippi was the last state to amend its state constitution to allow women to serve on juries.124 In 1975, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that systemic exclusion of women from juries was a violation of the Sixth Amendment. This decision ended the exclusion of women from jury service due to gender.125 The final decision by the U.S. Supreme Court came in 1994, when it
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The first all-women jury in Texas was impaneled in 1958. [Photo from Houston Post Collection; courtesy of Houston Metropolitan Research Center, Houston Public Library]

ruled that gender could not be used as a defining qualification for jury service.\(^{126}\)

Due to the prominent status of the suffrage and ERA movements, the struggle of western women to serve on juries is an obscure footnote in history. Formerly controversial, today mixed-gender juries uniformly render verdicts throughout the United states, and most people are surprised to discover that women in western states were unable to serve on juries as recently as 1954.

## APPENDIX 1

**STATE SUFFRAGE AND JURY SERVICE DATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Suffrage</th>
<th>Jury Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>1913+</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>1920+</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Suffrage</td>
<td>Jury Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>1870+</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>1884+</td>
<td>1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>1869+</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** + indicates suffrage dates that occurred when states were territories.
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HEADLINES OF NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

Women Jurors May Powder in Court, Los Angeles Times, 1/25/21
Giggling Girls Not Wanted on Juries, Phoenix Gazette, 2/27/21
Mixed Juries Offer New Legal Problem, Tucson Citizen, 1/13/21
Women Jurors Stopped from Showing Ankles While in Jury Box, Atlanta Constitution, 2/19/21
Women Merciless—Lawyer Bars Them from Jury, Chicago Tribune, 6/4/21
Are Men More Merciful Than Women? Atlanta Constitution, 9/28/21
Mixed Jury Curtain Causes Stir, New York Times, 3/19/22
Jury Beds Are Cause of Uproar, Los Angeles Times, 3/25/22
Men Dodge 'Em But Women Ask Rights on Juries, Chicago Tribune, 11/7/22
Kansas Women Jurors to Sew in Jury Room, Atlanta Constitution, 11/19/27
Women Demand Legal Rights to Serve on Juries But They Admit They Do Not Crave the Privilege, Chicago Tribune, 11/31/28
Judge Declares Women Jurors Improve Courts, Chicago Tribune, 10/21/30
Twenty Women Decline to Serve on Jury, Washington Post, 12/4/30
Women Jurors to Get a Powder Room, New York Times, 10/1/37
Men Jurors Found More Gallant Now, New York Times, 10/2/37
Women as Jurors Praised by Judge, New York Times, 10/23/37
300 Women Boo/Cheer for Juror Rights, Washington Post, 2/2/39
Woman Juror Signs Verdict, Then Revokes It, Chicago Tribune, 11/13/40
Women Jurors Can Wear Hats If They're Pretty, Chicago Tribune, 11/23/44
Ladies of Jury Tend to Knitting at Trial, Los Angeles Times, 11/15/47
Too Many Women Serve on Juries, Attorney Says, Los Angeles Times, 2/14/52
Husbands Told Jury Duty a Job for Men Only, Chicago Tribune, 1/28/54
THE JOHN MARSHALL CLEMENS LAW LEDGER: A LEGAL VESTIGE OF THE AMERICAN FRONTIER

TIM JON SEMMERLING

INTRODUCTION: THE RECOVERY OF CLEMENS' LAW LEDGER

Just across the Illinois border, a long-unseen historical artifact and record of the American frontier reemerged and now awaits its place in the modern national consciousness: the 1844–46 law ledger of Judge John Marshall Clemens, justice of the peace of Hannibal, Missouri, and father of Samuel Langhorne Clemens, a.k.a. Mark Twain. The ledger is the only known surviving record of Judge Clemens' 1842–47 service in Hannibal.

The narrative of its recovery fits squarely into the frame of the garage-sale treasure story, which, in its retelling, alternately provokes bargaining pleasures and sad realizations of

1This article is the first scholarly work to feature the J.M. Clemens law ledger of 1844–46 since it has been recovered. The only other mention of the ledger is made by Terrell Dempsey in Terrell Dempsey, Searching for Jim: Slavery in Sam Clemens’s World (Columbia, MO, 2003), 52–54.

Tim Jon Semmerling, Ph.D., J.D., is a recent graduate of DePaul University College of Law. He is the author of Israeli and Palestinian Postcards: Presentations of National Self (Austin, TX, 2004) and “Evil” Arabs in American Popular Film: Orientalist Fear (Austin, TX, 2006). He thanks the following people for their good counsel and support: Joel R. Ayala, Professor Mary Becker, Crystal Carbellos, Professor Leonard Cavise, Professor Joan Flynn, Professor Andrea Lyon, Frank and Nicolette O’Connor, Sean J. O’Connor, Stephen M. O’Connor, Daniel Rothenberg, Frank and Dr. Donna Salter, James and Marion Semmerling, the staff of DePaul University’s Vincent G. Rinn Law Library, the staff of the Mark Twain Museum, Henry Sweets, Dan Ursini, and Dr. Renate Wise.
our present-day commercial and throw-away society. In 1995, Frank and Dr. Donna Salter, two career chemists and residents of Hannibal, were at a municipal sale rummaging through the property that the city of Hannibal was trying to unload. Seven cardboard boxes containing old books caught their eye, and they offered to purchase them for five dollars per box. Unknown to the Salters at the time of the sale, one box contained law ledgers that dated back to the nineteenth century. Later, as they removed one ledger from the box, they discovered that the ledger underneath revealed an older date. At the very bottom, they found a tattered and deteriorating leather-bound book that happened to be Clemens' law ledger.

Their cash outlay of thirty-five dollars for all the boxes yielded an important museum treasure. The Salters offered the ledger to the Mark Twain Museum in downtown Hannibal on a permanent-loan basis for the public to see as of 2007. Museum curator Henry Sweets has been working diligently at transcribing the handwritten ledger into electronic format for future use by Twain scholars and others interested in Twain; almost half of the ledger has been transcribed. But does the J.M. Clemens law ledger present more than an artifact with which scholars can contextualize Twain's literature? Does it carry importance to the world outside tourist-Twainiana?

The ledger should not be wholly surrendered as simply context to Twain's legacy. In fact, it is a noteworthy testimony to the dockets, decisions, and procedures of a justice of the peace on the American frontier. Therefore it should be acclaimed on its own merits as a source for legal history, scholarship, and legacy. My discussion begins with the role of the jurist in westward expansion and with Clemens in that role; then I discuss the law ledger itself and how it provides evidence of applying the law on the frontier through a disciplining of the page, the legal process, and the town; I will use Clemens' judgments in slavery cases to cast him in the historical context of an ideology that dominated life in the frontier state of Missouri; finally, I will discuss how Clemens' law ledger stands as an insightful record of the common people in Hannibal at the time.

---

Clemens on the Frontier

The “Boostering” Jurist on the Frontier

The American historian Daniel J. Boorstin reminds us that the nineteenth-century jurists on the frontier played an es-
The Mark Twain Boyhood Home & Museum now houses John Clemens' law ledger on permanent loan. The Clemens family was forced to sell the clapboard house, where they lived from 1843 to 1853, because of John Clemens' debts.
(Courtesy of the Mark Twain Boyhood Home & Museum, Hannibal, Missouri)

Boorstin describes the westward-moving jurists as enterprising “booster.” The booster was a community builder who tirelessly and zealously tried with others to build the next Athens, Rome, or London on the frontier. The booster thrived on growth and expansion and may have been naïve and optimistic in trying to build the next metropolis that would become the universe of others. Archetypical boosters were boastful, tenacious, and promotional businessmen, newspaper men, hotel owners, and college founders, and Boorstin highlights boosters like William B. Ogden,

2Daniel J. Boorstin, *The Americans: The Democratic Experience* (New York, 1973), 53. My term *frontier* is used in concert with Boorstin and Don Harrison Doyle, who see the frontier as not only those places on the outer edges of the nation and far away from the metropolises, but also as a time period when the “first generation[s] of town boosters fought to seize a leading place in an open, rapidly developing, and as yet unfixed region.” Don Harrison Doyle, *The Social Order of a Frontier Community: Jacksonville, Illinois 1825–70* (Urbana, IL, 1978), 3. Although Missouri gained statehood in 1821, in 1840 it was the last state one passed through before reaching the unorganized territories of the plains, then known as “The Great American Desert.” Boorstin, *The Americans: The National Experience* (New York, 1965), 229–30. Life in 1840s Missouri was still rugged and developing, and John Clemens was among the early generations of the state and of the towns he settled.
who built Chicago; Daniel H. Richards, who used a newspaper to help establish Milwaukee; William Larimer, who established Denver and marked out a place for an extravagant hotel; Josiah Bushnell Grinnell, who founded Grinnell College in Iowa; and others as among the most successful and illustrious of these boosters. Jurists, as boosters, promoted their towns and encouraged growth; they organized, established, and enforced law and order on the land and its inhabitants; and they served as intelligence agents informing outsiders of the local laws, customs, and rules all in efforts to draw and funnel capital investment from the eastern metropolises on the Atlantic coast to the frontier. One of Boorstin's booster-jurist archetypes was Edward Oliver Wolcott, who graduated from Harvard Law School, moved to Colorado from Massachusetts, established himself as a lawyer adept in mining law, was elected district attorney, became counsel to the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad and other large corporations, and eventually rose to the offices of Colorado and United States senator.

Likewise, Raymond T. Zillmer describes the migration of the majority of southern lawyers. He explains that these jurists generally moved from the East through Kentucky and Tennessee westward and onward to the western states' fringes. With them they brought the practices of the common law, and, in the case of Missouri, according to historian William Francis English, they transformed French and Spanish laws and legal customs into an Americanized common law.


Ibid, 54.


William Francis English, The Pioneer Lawyer and Jurist in Missouri (Columbia, MO, 1947), 46–60. However, John Phillip Reid reminds us that even without lawyers and judges, the common pioneers brought with them some of the basic concepts of laws from the East and applied them on the Overland Trail. In his book about the trek to California between the 1840s and 1850s, he points out that overland travelers applied the basic understandings and respect for the laws of property in their transactions of buying and selling property, forming and dissolving property partnerships, recovering lost property, claiming abandoned property, and charging for medical services, which were all done far from courthouses and under the exigencies of the trail. John Phillip Reid, Law for the Elephant: Property and Social Behavior on the Overland Trail (San Marino, CA, 1997).
Placed in context with other democratizing, go-getting transient and booster heroes of the nation, lawyers and judges played as important a role in westward expansion and democratization as did the frontier hunters and surveyors entering and exploring the wilderness, the ranchers and cowboys raising and driving their cattle, and the barons and builders of railroads planning and laying track across the continent.

Clemens as "Boostering" Jurist

John Marshall Clemens (August 11, 1798–March 24, 1847), named in honor of the chief justice of the Supreme Court, fits the description of the transient, organizing, "boostering," and learned southern jurist of the 1840s, although he did not reach the level of success and fame of Boorstin’s lionized archetypes. Clemens proudly claimed his identity as Virginian, but, when he was young, his family moved westward into Kentucky. There, as a young man, according to Twain scholar Ron Powers, Clemens apprenticed in the law firm of Cyrus Walker and eventually acquired certification to practice law in Kentucky courts. In 1825, he moved further westward into Tennessee with his wife and family in search of the dreamed-of opportunities and riches that the western Arcadia could supply. He thought "in terms of roads and bridges and libraries cutting into all that western wilderness."10

In Tennessee, he was named circuit court clerk of Fentress County and sometimes acted as attorney general. According to Twain scholar Minnie Brashear, he was one of the commissioners who located the county seat at Jamestown and drew up the specifications for the courthouse and jail. As a result of purchasing 70,000 acres for $400, he was burdened financially for the rest of his life.

Success in the frontier environment required lawyers and doctors to practice as businessmen outside their professions as well.12 When the general store that Clemens opened there failed

---

2. R.L. Holcombe, *History of Marion County, Missouri* [1884; repr., Hannibal, MO, 1979], 914.
financially, he moved his family, including a household slave, further west in 1835, searching for new riches in Missouri.

After settling in Florida, Missouri, Clemens acquired more land and became a booster and organizer of the town by sitting on fundraising commissions that tried to draw steamboat trade, build railroads, and establish an academic citadel. Clemens headed the list of commissioners for the Salt River Navigation Company, which would extend access from Florida to the Mississippi River and help bring steamboats, goods, and people to the town. When new plans for a railroad to reach Florida from Paris, Missouri, put an end to the need to make the Salt River navigable, Clemens headed the railroad plan's list of nine commissioners. In February 1837, Clemens was one of the trustees of the newly incorporated Florida Academy. Brashear claims, although maybe too magnanimously, that "[Clemens] put Florida on the map of the state." According to Twain biographer Dixon Wecter, Clemens was sworn in on November 6, 1837 as a judge of the Monroe County Court, earned his right to be addressed as "Judge," and was the town's best-educated and most enterprising citizen.

Boosters, although loyal to their towns, stayed put only so long as the dream of possibilities existed. Florida's prospective wealth consisted of manufactured products, but these generated little profit without cheap transportation to a much bigger market. Clemens opened another general store and failed again. Two years later, he sold his Florida holdings and moved his family north to another prospective-opportunity town: the awakening river town of Hannibal, which "was fast proving itself the funnel for the land-locked counties."

In Hannibal, Clemens established himself again as a town leader. C.J. Armstrong reveals,

[Clemens] filled a prominent and useful place in Hannibal. . . . There were meetings to discuss prospective colleges, roads, railroads, a city charter, a court of common pleas, and the secession of Hannibal from Marion County and its annexation to Ralls County. At these meetings Judge

---

13Powers, Dangerous Water, 44–45.
14Brashear, Mark Twain, 50.
15Ibid., 89.
16Dixon Wecter, Sam Clemens of Hannibal [Boston, 1952], 48.
17Ibid., 49–50.
18Ibid., 49; see also Powers, Dangerous Water, 50.
Clemens takes a prominent part, is sometimes chairman, sometimes secretary, always on some committee.19

During his time there, Clemens worked to encourage investments in a railroad between Hannibal and St. Joseph,20 in a macadamized road from Hannibal to St. Joseph, and in the establishment of a Masonic college for the state of Missouri. He also founded the Hannibal Library Institute, which held a modest collection of books available to borrowers and provided a place for lectures and debates.21 Adding to all this, Clemens was elected justice of the peace in 1842, a prominent place in the local community but with only a paltry salary. A justice-of-the-peace court in a Missouri town was the first level of courts. The justice heard citizens’ civil suits involving small amounts, cases of infractions by slaves, and sometimes criminal misdemeanor cases. Litigants could appeal the justice of the peace’s decisions to the county court, which, in the case of Hannibal, was located in Palmyra, Missouri. Clemens was on his way to being elected to the higher position of clerk for the circuit county court before he died on March 24, 1847, from pneumonia.22

Just the same, Clemens’ wealth in Hannibal dwindled. He failed in another attempt to establish a thriving general store. Unable to sell his large property in Tennessee, he was forced to sell all his landholdings in Hannibal by 1841, including the old Virginia Hotel, in order to settle his debts.23 Twain scholars are convinced that his repeated financial failures show that he was a poor businessman. So it seems that Clemens did not measure up to booster archetypes.

But his failures do not mean that he was less of a booster businessman, jurist, and civic leader. Certainly not all of the hardworking boosters of the American West were financially

19C.J. Armstrong quoted in Brashear, *Mark Twain*, 90. Brashear hails Armstrong as a leading student of Mark Twain’s life in Hannibal at the time of her writing.

20Clemens hosted, in his office, the first meeting of businessmen planning the Hannibal to St. Joseph railroad. Holcombe, *History of Marion County, Missouri*, 942; Wecter, *Sam Clemens of Hannibal*, 110.

21Wecter, *Sam Clemens of Hannibal*, 110–11. Five years after Clemens’ death in 1847, a groundbreaking ceremony commenced the building of the Hannibal to St. Joseph railroad; riverboats—up to a thousand a day—docked in Hannibal; and the population of people overtook the number of pigs in the town. By the early twentieth century, Hannibal had become a railroad center, brick houses replaced most of those constructed of white clapboard, and the population reached 12,500. See also Powers, *Dangerous Water*, 208–209, 292.


23Ibid.
successful or reached legendary status. The frontier environment was extremely speculative and harsh, and many people did not succeed, particularly the early Missouri lawyers who, without enough legal work, had to enter into businesses outside their professions in order to eke out a living. Brashear reminds us, "Much experiment was necessary before the right way out of the wilderness could be found. It was John Clemens's part to be one of those experimenters." Moreover, Hannibal's citizenry understood his role in the town. Clemens' obituary in the *Hannibal Gazette* eulogizes him as a benefit to his community, a man of uncommon influence and usefulness, a possessor of public spirit exercised zealously and with effect upon every proper occasion, a loss to the whole community, and a good and useful citizen.

---

**THE LAW LEDGER**

*The Ledger's Organization*

Narratives of our Western and American selves often celebrate men from the cities for organizing and disciplining the "chaotic" state of the wilderness. Clearly, transcription of the frontier's real-life events onto the pages of a law ledger in an organized, methodical, and legally comprehensible manner could, in itself, be regarded as a disciplining effort of the American frontier.

As a lawyer, Clemens brought with him from the Southeast the knowledge and practice of the common law, using them to aid the development of the young state of Missouri. Wecter cites an old clipping from the *St. Louis Republican* that describes Clemens, at work in his small, rustic 15-foot-by-16-foot courtroom, as

a stern, unbending man of splendid common sense . . . the autocrat of the little dingy room on Bird Street where he held his court. . . . Its furniture consisted of a dry-

---


goods box which served the double purpose of a desk for the Judge and table for the lawyers, three or four rude stools and a puncheon bench for the jury. And here on court days when the Judge climbed upon his three-legged stool, rapped on the box with his knuckles and demanded "Silence in the court" it was fully expected that silence would reign supreme. 28

The clerical aspect of adjudicating in this court must have been tediously time-consuming. The leather-bound ledger's cover is twelve inches long by eight inches wide and contains 423 pages, making the ledger two inches thick. The book is organized into quarter-annual sessions, called "terms," in which Clemens held hearings. There are a few instances where he held out-of-term hearings for seemingly pressing matters that deserved immediate attention. For example, while routine cases involving contract disputes were slotted into the September term dated September 14, 1844, and the December term dated December 14, state complaints regarding vagrancy in the town seem to have been pressing enough to warrant a special session on October 29. 29

The events of the real-life frontier were mimetically transcribed on the ledger's pages, demonstrating Clemens' attempts to discipline daily frontier activity. The page setup reveals the art and effort of organizing the ledger for the law's use. Each page was preprinted with horizontal lines to guide the scrivener's quill, but the pages had to be sequentially hand-numbered. The scrivener used a straight-edged instrument to create double-lined margins at the top and left of the page, similar to the preprinted margins on modern notebook paper. Case numbers were sequentially assigned in the top left-hand margin as they were recorded. The ledger shows evidence of an initial error in recording, because the original numbers were crossed through and renumbered. On the top left-hand side of the page the scrivener created the caption by recording the case names (e.g., Mahan v. Beck), and on the right-hand side of the page he noted the title of action (e.g., recovery on note). The two are

28 Wechter, Sam Clemens of Hannibal, 104–105. Today, Clemens' actual office and courtroom can be seen as part of the Mark Twain Boyhood Home exhibit. Although the building has been moved and antique or old-looking furniture and accoutrements have been placed inside to simulate the scene of his reign, the size of the room itself is thought-provoking. Its small dimensions make the large courtroom sets found in frontier-life television shows and movies seem rather silly.

The clapboard building in which Judge Clemens presided from 1845 to 1847 originally stood on unpaved Bird Street. Photo by E.H. Frazier, 1930s. (Courtesy of the Mark Twain Boyhood Home & Museum, Hannibal, Missouri)

The text of the case appears underneath.

The text of the case was not always written in one sitting or one day, and different handwriting styles over the period are evidence that Clemens had clerks acting as scriveners. The court recorded a case first by entering the complaint in the ledger on the opening date of the term in which it was brought to court. Even so, issuance and execution of a warrant, pleadings and accommodations of motions, issuances and executions of subpoenas, calling and hearing of witnesses, collection of a jury, ruling, and final settlement in relation to the complaint could take many weeks or even months to occur. The scrivener recorded each case event as it occurred on the same page as the initial entry. He wrote all entries in one paragraph, with appropriate transitional phrases to give the appearance and flow of a single narrative.

Today, caption boxes are commonly set off on the right side by a column of close parentheses. The kinship of the close-parentheses column to the vertical-spiral line is striking, particularly when considering that the close-parenthesis key is a typewriter's or word processor's best candidate for such mimicry.

Usually each page is dedicated to a single case. Those cases that required more space than a single page were continued on the bottom of another, shorter case's page later in the ledger.
Although the one-paragraph construction would ordinarily make it difficult to find a particular event quickly, the scrivener solved that problem by using the left-hand margin to index corresponding points of procedure such as statement, charge, complaint, process, appearances, pleas, jury, continuances, judgment, new trial, and satisfactions. He also provided a cost calculation of the court tax for the services rendered by the justice's office, the constable, and the witnesses.\textsuperscript{32}

\textit{The Recording of Procedure}

While the page layout reveals organizational talent, the recording itself informs us about procedure in the law court of a frontier town. According to John Ludlum McConnel's description of the justice of the peace as man and office, frontier people of the Mississippi valley came to the justice courts for authoritative decisions about their dilemmas, and they looked to the justice of the peace to deliver finality.\textsuperscript{33} Clemens, faced with this popular mind-set, had to ensure that disputes and infractions in the town were processed with what was considered to be fair and just certainty. Clemens' court had to continually reestablish access and confidence in an institutional forum with service of complaints, an objective hearing, and justice that was as swift as possible. Although Clemens' ledger shows that he kept the process consistent, even cases brought in this frontier court could take months to adjudicate; closure for parties could extend into more months.

The indexical entries are quick references to the procedural steps and use conventional terms throughout the ledger. The cases in 1845 and 1846 reflect the simplified procedure enacted by the Missouri General Assembly, which overturned the previous common law practices based on the fundamental authority of Chitty's \textit{Pleadings}. Under these new rules, the plaintiff filed with the court any complaint, bond, note, or instrument of writing held against a party; the defendant need only return with a one-sentence statement (general plea); the case had to be heard; and the defendant did not have to reveal his defense until

\textsuperscript{32}Later Hannibal law ledgers, recovered in the same box as Clemens' law ledgers, do not devote a single page to each case, and scriveners did not use the margins to the extent that Clemens did. Generally, calculations and procedural indexing do not appear, and handwriting styles are not as clearly legible. However, the caption boxes look similar.

\textsuperscript{33}John Ludlum McConnel, \textit{Western Characters: or Types of Border Life in the Western States} (1853; repr. New York, 1975), 253–57.
he was ready to present his evidence. These new rules are exemplified by *Sear v. McDonald*: Sear was suing McDonald in order to collect on a credit account totaling $31.25. The *complaint* (account) was filed with the court, and a *summons* was issued on September 1. The constable served the summons and returned with an "executed" summons. Two weeks later, there were *appearances* of the parties before Clemens, the parties made their *pleadings*, and McDonald claimed that he could provide proof of offsetting payments to the account. Since there was not enough time that day to see the proof, Clemens declared a *continuance* of the case for two days later. The parties reappeared, and McDonald provided his *evidence* (in other cases this might include witnesses). After the hearing on September 15, Clemens found that the balance owed to Sear was only $3.10, and he declared the *ruling*. Clemens assessed McDonald, the non-prevailing party, with court costs totaling $7.25. *Execution of payment* was issued for satisfaction in sixty days. Later that day, McDonald filed his *affidavit for appeal* and entered into a *recognizance* (bond) with W.J. McGary & Woddson Johnson Securities in the sum of $25 as guarantee that he would appear in the higher court. Clemens *approved the appeal* that day.

*Sear* was a rare case in that it included the full procedural paradigm in a breach-of-contract case. Many of the cases were resolved early as default, nonsuit, or not-found decisions because parties did not appear. In *Wm. K. Higgins & Co. v. Morgan*, the company sued Morgan on two notes amounting to $81.61 at 6 percent interest. After the parties' appearances and pleadings, the case was continued into the next term (September Term). On the day of the hearing, Morgan failed to appear, and Clemens ruled Morgan in "default" and passed judgment in favor of the company on that basis. In such cases, the defendant had to pay the court costs, which were $3.03 in

---


35 *Sear v. McDonald*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 (September Term, September 13, 1845). See section "A Record of the Common People" in this article and note 102 below to understand the comparative values of cases in today's dollars.

36 Italicized words are the actual procedural points noted in the margin of the case.


38 Ibid. It seems that Clemens began court at 10:00 a.m. The parties in this case, as in others, are required to appear at the court at 10:00 a.m.
this case. Alternatively, in the case of *Huser v. Arnall*, Huser sued Arnall on an account for $4.75. After continuance into the next term, Huser failed to appear, and Clemens ruled the plaintiff to be "nonsuited." In these cases, court costs were charged to the plaintiff, which were $1.83½ in this case. In situations when both parties failed to appear, as in *Anderson v. Sively*, where Anderson sued Sively for $30.00 on a past-due account, Clemens declared the plaintiff "nonsuited," assessed costs to the plaintiff, and allowed "that the defendant go hence & recover of the plaintiff his costs in his behalf expended." When the constable could not find a party to serve with the summons, he returned the summons as "not found." Such was the case in *Bennett & Crocker v. Cambel*, where the plaintiff sought recovery on an account of $2.68. In these cases, plaintiffs had to withdraw their suits and cover the court costs.

However, procedure in the frontier court had to be flexible in order to deal with contingencies such as hazardous travel over long distances, illnesses, and other adverse issues in frontier life. Clemens thus allowed defendants or plaintiffs to come before him and explain their absences. In some cases, as in *Meredith v. Smack*, he set aside his "default" or "nonsuited" rulings and ordered new trials. When Meredith did not appear in court on September 20, Clemens ruled that Meredith be "nonsuited" and bear the costs of the court. Four days later, Meredith must have presented an excuse for failure to appear that was good enough to convince Clemens to set aside the judgment and order a new trial in the next term. Ultimately, the defendant Smack did not show on that date, and Meredith prevailed. In *State v. Innis*, an assault and battery case, Clemens noted in the record that even after a postponement, the defendant could not return to litigate because he was confined to his

---

39Half-cent coins existed during this period, but quarter-cent coins did not. The ledger does not state that the amount was rounded off when a party finally paid. Therefore, how parties dealt with this issue is unclear. Nevertheless, Clemens often made rulings involving sums ending with quarter-cent and three-quarter-cent. This may reflect the judge’s interest in precision when settling accounts and court costs.

40*Huser v. Arnall*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger 1844–1846 [June Term, June 14, 1845].

41*Anderson v. Sively*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger 1844–1846 [June Term, June 14, 1845]. Accord *Garnett v. Allbright*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 (March Term, March 15, 1845) [setting aside nonsuit ruling because plaintiff had "for good cause shown" the reasons for his failure to appear].

42*Bennett & Crocker v. Cambel*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [September Term, September 13, 1845].

43*Meredith v. Smack*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [September Term, September 13, 1845].
bed with fever. The final decision of the case, after the notation of fever, is not declared, leaving open the question of Innis’ ultimate fate. In conclusion, the ledger shows not only Clemens’ use of procedure to introduce discipline into his frontier court, but also his flexibility in adjusting procedure to meet the demands and restraints of frontier life.

The Ledger’s Cases

Frontier Hannibal

By 1844, Hannibal had the infrastructure of a permanent town, including the institution of law. Keelboat traffic was giving way to steamboats, and Hannibal became an important port. Circuses and minstrel shows came to town regularly, and on Independence Day parades were held and great speeches given. But, as Twain scholars remind us, this frontier river town was quite different from the romanticized and idyllic images of Hannibal as portrayed in our adaptations of Twain’s novels. In the mid-1840s, this town was not a safe place. It existed in a wilderness in which inhabitants forged lives in mind- and body-grinding cycles of labor-intensive clearing of land and subsistence farming and hunting. Hannibal had its share of violence and death: bloody corpses, acts of murder and manslaughter, hangings, rapes, lynchings, and drownings. Twain scholar Bernard DeVoto reminds us that “American lawlessness towered everywhere on the border and reached its zenith on the Mississippi Islands, and bayous held confederacies of outlaws. . . .” The reckless and violent impulses of the frontier culminated on the river. John A. Murrell and his gang of thieves, robbers, murderers, and barge-pirates, who infested the Mississippi shores from Hannibal southward, were embodiments of this frontier violence.

While Twain scholars tend to speak of the shocking dangers of frontier Hannibal in order to contextualize historically the fictional riff-raff appearing in Tom’s, Huck’s, and the river pilots’ adventures, historian Don Harrison Doyle gives insight into the root causes of inherent tensions and conflicts in frontier
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44 State v. Innis, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 (September Term, September 16, 1844).

45 Justin Kaplan, Mark Twain and His World (New York, 1974), 23; Powers, Dangerous Water, 56.

46 Kaplan, Mark Twain and His World, 19; Powers, Dangerous Water, 95.

47 Bernard DeVoto, Mark Twain’s America (Boston, 1932), 17.

48 Powers, Dangerous Water, 143, 256.
communities that brought about daily civil disputes. Choosing the frontier town of Jacksonville, Illinois, during 1825–70—a town only sixty miles east of Hannibal—as his case study, Doyle states that the constant influx of uprooted newcomers through the frontier community and the mix of strangers in it made social cohesion problematic at best. He identifies the diversity of regional and ethnic cultures, social classes, religions, partisan loyalties, and personalized factions as fuel for a continuous round of internal conflicts. In Jacksonville, people particularly disagreed, sometimes to the point of violence, over the plans for the railroad’s track through town, rival Christian ideologies, and the slavery issue. Town leaders, taking on the role of boosters and trying to entice future settlers to remain and invest in the town, worked hard to promote community harmony and, at the same time, to solve these internal conflicts. In Jacksonville, people particularly disagreed, sometimes to the point of violence, over the plans for the railroad’s track through town, rival Christian ideologies, and the slavery issue. Town leaders, taking on the role of boosters and trying to entice future settlers to remain and invest in the town, worked hard to promote community harmony and, at the same time, to solve these internal conflicts.49

These frontier descriptions reveal the social and economic problems and issues that Clemens had to address and solve in his court. Wecter cites the article from the St. Louis Republican that describes how in 1843 Clemens quelled a disturbance in his court—after a bellicose plaintiff named McDonald had so provoked a witness named Snyder that the latter discharged an old pepper-pot revolver, “filling the room with smoke and consternation”—and in his confusion, clouted the Scot over the head with a hammer, sending him “senseless and quivering to the floor. The irate court was complete master of the situation.”50

Mark Twain and his biographer Albert Bigelow Paine tempered the heroic language of the Republican, but, as Wecter assures us, “all agree that Judge Clemens commanded the peace, and obtained it, by wielding a hammer or mallet with summary effect.”51 Although there is no reason to question the descriptions of the dangers in this frontier town, these dangerous types of occurrences appear only sparingly in Clemens’ law ledger.

50Wecter, Sam Clemens of Hannibal, 105. Wecter states that the newspaper story comes from a clipping but gives no date. Holcombe, History of Marion County, Missouri, 914, Holcombe’s biography of Clemens states that the entire incident occurred outside the courtroom after the initial litigation, when “McDonald was trying to make Schnieter (sic) shoot himself with his own pistol. Mr. Clemens commanded the peace, and not being obeyed he struck McDonald on the forehead with a stonemason’s mallet. The plan succeeded, though McDonald expressed doubts of its legality.”
51Wecter, Sam Clemens of Hannibal, 105.
Clemens' law ledger, though only a single surviving volume of his tenure, happens to cover an array of frontier legal issues: contracts, property, vagrancy, fraud, violence, and slavery.\textsuperscript{52} Overall, Clemens had a way of simplifying many of the cases semantically by using formulaic descriptions in the ledger. Rarely in contract cases did he go too far into detailing the testimony of witnesses or the description of a contract, other than noting the dollar amount. By using process as a guide, he summarized his cases naturally.

Particular phrases were the custom of the court. When the defendant denied indebtedness to the plaintiff, as in \textit{Webb v. Brown}, where Webb sued Brown for an account balance of $2.20, Clemens described the defendant as "pleads the general issue."\textsuperscript{53} In other situations where juries had to be summoned, as in \textit{Inhabitants of the Town of Hannibal v. McGinnis} on a claim of taxes on property including a slave, Clemens used the phrase "commanding him [the constable] to summon six good and lawful men &c."\textsuperscript{54} When the plaintiff is nonsuited, as in \textit{Garnett v. Allbright}, where trespass on land damages were $15.00, Clemens permitted the defendant to "go hence and recover of the plaintiff his costs in his behalf expended...."\textsuperscript{55}

Clemens' law ledger provides a unique scope for observing the issues affecting the common person's life on the frontier and the essential role the jurist played in frontier life. From the ledger's cases it seems that Clemens was a fair judge who listened to the evidence of both parties, adhered to procedure, and made decisions based on the needs and circumstances of frontier life. However, when it came to decisions in slavery cases, his adherence to Missouri slave culture trumped human justice.

\section*{Contract Cases}

The vast majority of the cases in the ledger are causes of actions dealing with breaches of promises and contracts and filings to recover on notes and accounts. This was typical of the kinds of cases that occurred in frontier Missouri, because the frontier was full of enterprises created with reckless abandon. Obligations were eagerly assumed and could have been re-

\textsuperscript{52}The ledger also includes two entries of marriages that Clemens solemnized: Heiser and Hershman on January 1, 1846, and Potter and Decker on October 19, 1846. J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844-1846.

\textsuperscript{53}\textit{Webb v. Brown}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844-1846 (June Term, June 14, 1845).

\textsuperscript{54}\textit{Inhabitants of the Town of Hannibal v. McGinnis}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844-1846 (September Term, September 14, 1844).

\textsuperscript{55}\textit{Garnett v. Allbright}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844-1846 (March Term, March 15, 1845).
paid only with the prosperity generated by booming towns. In general, people paid their debts only when they were forced to do so. Thomas L. Anderson, a lawyer who located in Palmyra, just twelve miles from Hannibal, in 1832, described the small justice courts in northern Missouri:

The litigation was generally of a small nature—there was a great deal however, in proportion to the population. Litigation at Palmyra increased rapidly. We had three terms per annum—frequently I would bring about fifty suits. The collection of debts furnished a very lucrative practice. The whole of North East Missouri was flooded with goods—all sold to merchants on credit of six months and sold to the people on credit of twelve months—the result was that the people could not pay the merchants and consequently the merchants could not pay their creditors. There was no such thing as Banks scattered all over the country, no deeds of trust—all the notes by suit—and not as they now are—by sale under deed of trust—and by Banks.

As English further describes the prevailing situation in Missouri towns at the time, it was in the interest of the boosters of the towns, many of them lawyers, to encourage investment in the town, and by insisting that debtors pay the creditor

56English, *The Pioneer Lawyer*, 73–74. Interestingly, according to Wecter, Clemens himself was forced into ruin through suits on debt. He once loaned Ira Stout a substantial amount of money (Twain claims “several thousand dollars”), but Stout defaulted on the debt, and Clemens was unsuccessful in recovering the money. In 1843, Clemens had won judgment of about $500 on notes he held against William Beebe, the Hannibal slave trader. Beebe refused to pay, and, on March 18, 1844, the sheriff confiscated and sold some of Beebe’s property in order to satisfy partial payment of the note: one nine-year-old slave girl, various barrels, tin plates, sacks of salt, and a screw press. But Beebe then acquired an IOU for $290.55, which Clemens had given storekeeper Henry Collins back in 1842 and Collins endorsed over to Beebe. Beebe brought suit on the note and won the total amount, plus damages of $126.50. Since Clemens could not pay, his personal property was ordered to be sold. However, the sheriff declared, “Reed [sic.] this writ Dec 19th, 1846. No property found in Marion County on which to levy the within Execution.” Clemens then made a reasonable plea to the Marion County Circuit Court that his own unpaid claims against Beebe be considered as an offset to Beebe’s awarded sum, which Judge Ezra Hunt accepted. It is quite possible that his fateful wintery ride to the court in Palmyra on March 11, 1847, from which he caught pneumonia and died, had to do with his hearing of the Beebe case. Wecter, *Sam Clemens of Hannibal*, 69–71, 111–15.

class, they ensured the incoming flow of capital.\textsuperscript{58} Most of Clemens' cases were direct suits between plaintiff-creditors and defendant-borrowers. Evidence of a note's or account's existence would be enough to find in favor of the plaintiff, if the defendant did not appear. In the case of \textit{J. Brown & Co. v. Morgan}, for example, Clemens simply found in favor of the plaintiff for $4.88 because the defendant defaulted and that was "the amount appearing due on the note sued on..."\textsuperscript{59} However, if the defendant did appear in court, Clemens' decisions were based on the facts that the parties pleaded. In \textit{Whaley v. Stevens}, for example, Whaley filed an overdue account owed by Stevens for $55.00 with the court on August 15, 1845.\textsuperscript{60} Once the parties appeared in person on September 20, with neither party demanding a jury, Clemens heard the allegations and proofs and found in favor of Stevens.

Some cases garnished debts of third parties owed to an original defendant-borrower and provided those receivables for payment to the original plaintiff-creditor. For example, citizen Bowen owed citizen Stout $61.87. In \textit{Stout v. Bull}, Stout had Clemens summon Bull, since Bull owed Bowen $32.90.\textsuperscript{61} Clemens then ruled that Stout could collect this amount from Bull and collect the court costs of $1.12 from Bowen as a result of the case against Bull. Some cases sought attachment to property in order to settle these monetary disputes: In \textit{Goss v. Ware}, where Goss was seeking payment of a $33.00 account, the court seized two bedsteads, one footstool, and one pair of tables from Ware.\textsuperscript{62}

\textbf{Property Cases}

Other interesting cases that attest to the social tensions in Hannibal included conversion of or damage to a neighbor's

\textsuperscript{58}Ibid., 120.

\textsuperscript{59}\textit{J. Brown & Co. v. Morgan}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [June Term, June 14, 1845].

\textsuperscript{60}\textit{Whaley v. Stevens}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [September Term, September 13, 1845].

\textsuperscript{61}\textit{Stout v. Bowen}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [September Term, September 13, 1845]; accord \textit{Cross v. Elzea}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [March Term, March 15, 1845] (garnishing Elzea's debt to McDonald to satisfy McDonald's debt to Cross; after hearing Elzea's claims that he was not indebted to McDonald, Clemens ruled that Elzea be dismissed and Cross pay the court costs).

\textsuperscript{62}\textit{Goss v. Ware}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [June Term, June 14, 1845]; accord \textit{Ayers v. Smith}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [September Term, September 13, 1845] (seizing and selling "one large bay horse" to settle on a note for $27.50 plus interest). However, in most cases Clemens does not give an inventory of the property seized.
property. In *Buchanan v. Payton*, Buchanan alleged that Payton took Buchanan's six hogs, valued at $15.00, and converted them for his own use.\(^6\) When Buchanan did not show for the hearing, Clemens found Buchanan nonsuited, dismissed the case against Payton, and charged Buchanan $2.00 for court costs. In *Dunlap v. Ruffiser*, Dunlap sued Ruffiser for $10.00 as damages for killing Dunlap's dog.\(^6\) Clemens ruled in favor of Dunlap but only awarded him $2.00 in damages, and Ruffiser had to pay $2.56\(\frac{1}{4}\) for court costs, including the cost of one witness, rated at fifty cents.

**Vagrancy and Fraud Cases**

Some interesting frontier and river characters, accused of being tramps or charlatans, appear in the ledger as well. In *State v. Warren, alias "The Old Soldier,"* the grand jury asked that "The Old Soldier" be tried for vagrancy.\(^6\) He was summoned to court, tried by a jury, and found "not guilty." One can only imagine the history, mannerisms, and appearance that earned him the name of "The Old Soldier" and why he was accused of being a vagrant. In *State v. Burford*, Burford is accused of obtaining property worth a staggering $1,000 by false and fraudulent pretenses.\(^6\) Clemens issued a warrant to arrest Burford further south in St. Louis Township. After hearing the case, Clemens and his co-presider, Justice Thomas Stacy, held that "it [is] not appearing by the testimony produced in support of the prosecution that there is probable cause for charging the prisoner with said offense—he the said Willis Burford is therefore discharged."\(^6\)

**Violence Cases**

A number of cases dealt with assault and battery. On October 10, 1844, *State v. Bryant* appears as a special session case. Bryant was brought up on charges of assaulting and beating Francis Huses' son.\(^6\) Clemens found that Bryant was guilty of the charge and assessed him $2.00 in fines. No goods or property

---

\(^6\) *Buchanan v. Payton*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 (December Term, December 14, 1844).

\(^6\) *Dunlap v. Ruffiser*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 (December Term, December 14, 1844).


\(^6\) Ibid.

could be seized in payment of the fines, but citizen Richmond was summoned to the court as garnishee in answer of the payment. In State v. Hawkins, Hawkins was accused of assault and battery of Samuel Innas. Clemens charged the jury, but the jury could not agree on the verdict and asked to be discharged. Clemens first discharged the jury and then Hawkins. In State v. Kirby & Justin, Kirby and Justin were charged with causing an affray. Clemens charged the jury, the jury convened, and it returned verdicts finding Kirby "guilty" and Justin "not guilty." Clemens fined Kirby $6.00 plus $7.45 in court fines. When Kirby could not pay, Clemens issued a clause of mittimus, incarcerating him.

In State v. McDonald & Schnider, McDonald and Schnider were accused of causing an affray in Clemens' presence. Since Clemens was a material witness, the case had to be transferred to another court. This case brings the account printed by the St. Louis Republican into question. Recall that the newspaper described a confused Clemens who clouted the wrong man, McDonald, on the head with a hammer when Snyder fired a gun at McDonald in the Hannibal courtroom. Have we found the famous case that Twain scholars celebrate as Clemens' rough but commanding justice? Here the party names are very similar (Schnider as opposed to Snyder), and the affray was in the presence of Clemens. Although the dates do not match (Clemens noting 1846, and the newspaper noting 1843), the newspaper may have printed the date erroneously. As Wecter points out, certain aspects of the Republican's account had its inaccuracies. The newly found ledger may have set the record straight.

And there were more violent cases dealing with deadly weapons. In State v. Railey, Railey was accused of stabbing citizen Grant with the intent to kill. In serious cases such as this, Clemens presided with the help of Justice Richard T. Holliday, the geographically closest justice of the peace. The two jurists found in favor of the state, holding that there was probable cause to believe Railey was guilty. Railey had to gain bail through recognizance and was ordered to appear in front of the Marion

70State v. Kirby & Justin, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [March Term, March 21, 1846].
71State v. McDonald & Schnider, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [May Term, 1846].
72Wecter, Sam Clemens of Hannibal, 105.
73Ibid., 291, n. 8.
74State v. Railey, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [January Term, 1846].
County Court on the first day of the next term. Although the complaint was filed in the January Term of 1846, the trial lasted until August 6 of that year due to motions of continuance.

In *State v. Hyde*, Hyde is accused of shooting a gun at citizen De Moss with the intent to kill. Clemens issued a warrant for Hyde's arrest, and the town constable imprisoned Hyde. Clemens and Holliday presided over the hearing, witnesses were called, and Hyde was found "not guilty" and was released. Clemens ordered Marion County to pay $12.50 for court costs: $4.75 for Clemens; $1.25 for Holliday; $2.50 for Constable Elgin; and $0.50 for each of the eight witnesses called to testify.

**Slavery Cases**

Terrell Dempsey points out that Missouri harbored a slave culture and that, generally, white people believed slavery was of fundamental importance to the frontier economy. In places like Hannibal, this dominant ideology fostered a deep hatred for abolitionists and their work. Trafficking of human beings downriver for hard labor was a trade in Hannibal, and at least one person in town, William B. Beebe, was known for his involvement. Citing Mark Twain's autobiographical writing, Wecter states, "Young Sam Clemens never forgot the sight of a coffle of slaves in Hannibal, lying on the pavement waiting shipment down the river, with 'the saddest faces I have ever seen.'"

Judge Clemens himself owned slaves, and by the time he reached Hannibal, he still had one left, a girl named Jennie, whom he is known to have whipped. He later sold Jennie to Beebe for needed money. Afterwards, Clemens rented, from a slave owner, a chore boy named Sandy, whom Clemens cuffed from time to time for trifling blunders and awkwardness. On one occasion, Clemens purchased a man named Charley, took him south, and planned to sell him at a profit. Dempsey charges that Clemens' fortuitous role in the abolitionist case of *Missouri v. Burr, Work, & Thompson* was very helpful in getting him elected to his position of leadership in Hannibal, although

---


77 Wecter, *Sam Clemens of Hannibal*, 72.

78 Jennie helped raise Sam and the other Clemens children. Ibid.

79 Ibid., 73–74.

80 Clemens received offers of $50.00 and then $40.00 for the man. He eventually sold Charley for ten barrels of tar. Powers, *Dangerous Water*, 124.
Brashear claims that it was probably his education and ability to write clear English that brought him many of his offices.\textsuperscript{81}

In 1841, three abolitionists, James Burr, Joseph Thompson, and Alanson Work, crossed the Mississippi from Illinois trying to help slaves escape to freedom. However, some slaves were convinced that these men were slave thieves rather than abolitionists. The slaves, being wary of such assistance from white men, worried that they would be sold downriver into the hard labor of the sugar and cotton plantations rather than given passage to freedom, and they informed their masters. Burr, Thompson, and Work were apprehended, brought to trial, found guilty of property theft, and sentenced to twelve years in the penitentiary. Clemens was one of the "twelve good and lawful men" on the jury of the trial. He and the other jurors were hailed as local heroes for their verdict of conviction and heavy sentences for the abolitionists.\textsuperscript{82}

Indeed, Clemens' law ledger cannot be divorced from the context of slavery. According to Anthony Harrison Trexler's research on slavery in Missouri, the justice of the peace's court was "the tribunal to which the slave was haled for most of his offences," and since the justice of the peace was not always required to keep permanent records, "it is not possible to gain a very close view of the procedure or of negro punishment. . . . The county circuit court records contain many accounts of slaves tried for the more serious crimes."\textsuperscript{83} Clemens, too, presided over cases dealing with slaves, but, unlike in other courts, his ledger records them.

In the case of \textit{State v. Henry, a slave}, Henry W. Collins and other citizens filed a complaint that Henry the slave was in possession of "an offensive weapon, to wit a large butchers, or Bowie Knife; and had made threatening and seditious speeches &c."\textsuperscript{84} After issuing a warrant for Henry's arrest "on application of the parties, severally," and issuing subpoenas for witnesses on behalf of the state, Clemens heard the case. The ledger states, "Whereupon, it appearing from the testimony of the witnesses aforesaid" Clemens found Henry "guilty." The statement may attest to the weight of authority between the testimony of a black man [if it was heard at all] and the testimony of the white man in such a case. Clemens sentenced Henry to twenty lashes at the hands of the constable and detainment

\textsuperscript{81}\textit{Dempsey, Searching for Jim}, 48; Brashear, \textit{Mark Twain}, 90.

\textsuperscript{82}\textit{Dempsey, Searching for Jim}, 48.

\textsuperscript{83}Anthony Harrison Trexler, \textit{Slavery in Missouri, 1804–1865} (Baltimore, 1914), 78.

\textsuperscript{84}\textit{State v. Henry, a slave}, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [September Term, September 14, 1844].
afterwards. Moreover, Henry the slave was responsible for the payment of court costs, including those of witnesses testifying against him.

In another case, *State v. Ben, Dave, and Abraham, Slaves of James Fresh*, three slaves were brought before Clemens’ court on charges of “insolence &c. to white persons.” Upon “full examination and trial of said slaves,” Ben and Dave were found “not guilty” and discharged. Abraham was found “guilty,” and Clemens ordered

said Abraham receive at the hands of the constable ten lashes on his bare back, and that he remain in custody of said constable subject to the payment of the costs of this proceeding according to law which costs are taxed at seven dollars and twenty cents.

Without the details of testimony, other cases leave the motivations of allegations against and treatment of slaves to the imagination. In *State v. John, a slave of Woodson*, citizen Mark Blaser accused John the slave of setting fire to the home where Blaser’s family resided. John was brought before Clemens on the charge of arson. Clemens held that John was “not guilty” and discharged him because “evidence produced is insufficient to sustain said charge.” In *Price v. Aryes & Sowes*, Miriam Price brought action of assumpsit on a promissory note of $75.00 for the lease of “a Negro man Willis for the year 1844.” While Willis was in their care, Aryes and Sowes agreed to give Willis “the ordinary as usual quality of clothing [...] &c. pay his taxes

---

85Compare *State v. Railey*, at note 74 (finding probable cause to believe defendant guilty for stabbing citizen Grant, allowing for recognizance for bond, and ordering defendant to appear in Marion County Court on the first day of the next term). Compare the swift decision of *Henry, a slave* to the eight-months time for the decision of *Railey* due to motions of continuance and the differences in the sentences. See also Trexler, *Slavery in Missouri*, 74 (stating that there were differences in sentences of white males and slave males. Since whites could be fined or incarcerated and slaves normally could not be held in jail, unless being held at their master’s request or for court costs, slave males were publicly whipped to bring about justice).

86*State v. Ben, Dave, and Abraham, Slaves of James Fresh*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [January Term, 1846].

87The court costs included the cost of six witnesses rated at fifty cents each. Ibid.

88*State v. John, a slave of Woodson*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 [n.d.].

89Ibid.

& doctor bills &c."91 After supplying evidence of offset, Clemens found in favor of Price for $54.50 plus court costs.

What is particularly notable about Clemens' rulings in these cases is the evident legal quandary concerning slavery that existed in slave-culture America; Malick W. Ghachem calls this the "slave's two bodies," the double-bind of slavery imposed by white-American legal thought. The law considered slaves, on the one hand, as property or chattel that could be sold from one master to another, punished arbitrarily, and classed with irrational animals. On the other hand, the law at times, particularly when slaves committed violence against others or others committed violence against slaves, considered slaves members of society, not as irrational property but as people capable of moral thinking. As a legal ideology, the slave's two bodies supported the institution of slavery and the justification of its existence in white-American thought.92

The cases of Henry and Ben show that although slaves were chattel, they could still be tried as human beings and as part of Hannibal society. These slaves were brought to court as legal defendants, but they were classified as inferior in the legal record: "Henry, a slave" or "slaves of James Fresh." As chattel, they were incapable of moral turpitude, but Clemens tried them on charges of immoral behavior and arson. Moreover, as chattel, slaves are bodies for ownership and incapable of owning things themselves, such as their own labor and wealth.93 Clemens followed this double-binding ideology of slave laws when he sentenced slaves to severe corporal punishment that was outside of the normal track of justice for the white citizens of Hannibal, but then forced them to be held until they could pay for the court costs just as any other citizen-litigant of the court, and as if they could pay.94 As for Price, her slave could be

---

91Ibid.
92Malick W. Ghachem, "The Slave’s Two Bodies: The Life of an American Legal Fiction," William and Mary Quarterly 60 (2003): 809. See also Trexler, Slavery in Missouri, 68–71.
93Trexler states, "[T]he slave had no legal right even to the clothes on his back. Hence he could make no valid contract, nor could he either sue or be sued. . . . [T]he slave had absolutely no property rights independent of his owner." Ibid., 64.
94Despite the declaration, surely the court costs were expected to be paid by the slaves’ masters.
leased as chattel, but Clemens' ruling shows that the slave still had to be treated as human, particularly with proper clothing.  

The Record of the Common People

Clemens, like all justices of the peace, earned a paltry salary for this job. It was a low-level position in the scheme of the state's law system. A justice of the peace in Missouri dealt with civil suits involving small amounts of money, which was the primary purpose of this court, and sometimes with criminal cases concerning misdemeanors. The justice knew that he was acting more as referee and arbiter of civil cases than as lawmaker.

Justice of the peace, as a post, may indeed have been the bottom rung on the judicial ladder, but generally the justice, "fair in his decisions, prompt in the discharge of his duties and not afraid to take responsibilities, was invariably popular with the people who liked the informality and the rough justice of these courts." Therefore, the cases with which this lower-level court dealt are the best for investigating the application of the law to the everyday lives of men and women on the frontier. Clemens' ledger is filled with everyday concerns that Missouri's higher county and state courts could not hear. It would be an injustice to the historical record to underestimate the importance of Clemens' work simply because his cases were relatively uncomplicated and routine. I am reminded of the advice given to me by career-counseling criminal lawyers of Illinois: the best place to see the Constitution being tested on an everyday basis is in the traffic courts, where search and seizure come up frequently on a daily basis. Likewise, the justice of the peace's courtroom may be the best place to see frontier law in practice.

Clemens' daily docket was filled with seemingly mundane hearings and proceedings regarding recoveries for breaches of contract on notes and accounts. Some of the suits over small

95Trexler points out that leasing slaves was a common practice and states that "[i]n addition to the cash paid by the hirer, he also furnished the slave with medical attention, food, and a customary amount of clothing." Trexler cites the testimony of Peter Clay, a former slave, who claims that "the hired slave of western Missouri usually received two pairs of trousers, two shirts, and a hat the first summer, a coat and a pair of trousers in the winter, and two pairs of trousers the second summer." Trexler, Slavery in Missouri, 29–30.

96Wecter, Sam Clemens of Hannibal, 109.


98Ibid., 16.
amounts, like *Bennett & Crocker v. Duding* for $1.06, *Purdain v. Smith* for $3.00, and *Stacy v. Saunder* for $7.00, may seem today to be trivial quibbling over minor sums. But frontier people worked hard and lived hard. In general, the amounts in dispute were considered fortunes at the time. How hard would it be for Saunder to pay that $7.00 he owed to Stacy? According to Lawrence H. Officer’s and Samuel H. Williamson’s calculating tool for converting dollar values in 1844 to the equivalent dollar values in 2005, $7.00 converted at the unskilled wage rate is equal to the amount of work or the relative time required to earn $1,416.00. For the lower-income population of either era, this sum is large; having to pay it out or lose it to a bad credit risk could be debilitating economically. Certainly for some in Hannibal at the time of Clemens’ court, fighting for these amounts was a momentous event in frontier life. In some court terms, plaintiffs filed numerous complaints to get their money back on accounts. For a man like Kirby, $13.45 was so out of his reach that he could pay only by surrendering his freedom.

**CONCLUSION: THE IMPORTANCE OF RECOVERING CLEMENS’ LAW LEDGER**

Mark Twain scholars and enthusiasts may celebrate the recovery of Judge John Marshall Clemens’ law ledger as a connection between the real-life Judge Clemens and the models of transient jurists and boosters whom Twain used for his characters, such as Squire Hawkins in *The Guilded Age*, York Driscoll in *Pudd’nhead Wilson*, and Judge Thatcher in *The Adventures of Tom Sawyer* and *The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*. They may be excited to read the real courtroom drama and identify

---

99 *Bennett & Crocker v. Duding*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 (June Term, June 14, 1845).
100 *Purdain v. Smith*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 (September Term, September 13, 1845).
101 *Stacy v. Saunder*, J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 (June Term, June 14, 1845).
103 In the September Term of 1845, Purdain filed six separate complaints, each against a different defendant, for recoveries on notes totaling $53.13. J.M. Clemens Law Ledger, 1844–1846 (September Term, September 13, 1845).
104 *State v. Kirby & Justin*, at note 70.
the river-town characters that are mimetically reproduced in *Tom Sawyer, Tom Sawyer, Detective; Huckleberry Finn;* and *Life on the Mississippi.* Surely what makes Clemens' law ledger initially and popularly attractive is that it is a connection to Mark Twain. Thanks to Twain scholarship, Judge Clemens' biography has been preserved and gives us a glimpse into a particular frontier settler's struggle to make a living and improve his community in a disorganized and speculative environment.

Jurists and legal historians may also celebrate Clemens' law ledger. Historians claim that American frontier jurists comprised an essential element of the American experience because they organized, disciplined, and brought process to frontier life. This ledger proves just that. Moreover, the ledger documents some of the daily concerns and disputes in a frontier town and adds to our understanding and knowledge of the jurist's applica-

---

tion of the law to everyday life on the frontier. The details of Clemens' cases provide an understanding of what justice meant to some on the frontier and how justice was out of reach for others. Together, Twain scholarship and legal history studies have given this once discarded manuscript a new life in the national consciousness as an important historical document of the American frontier.
BOOK REVIEWS

The Billy the Kid Reader, edited by Frederick Nolan. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2007; 384 pp.; illustrations, source list, index; $29.95 cloth.

What a pleasure to read this well-documented and informative work, made more enjoyable because the author is a fine writer. For more than fifty years, editor and writer Frederick Nolan has committed to accurate documentation of Billy the Kid’s life and times. His fastidious research on this subject is unparalleled, making him the present-day authority on New Mexico during the Lincoln County War (1879–81). Nolan’s interest began when his attention turned to a fellow Englishman, John Tunstall, a key figure in that war and Billy the Kid’s employer. His biography of Tunstall was published in 1965, and, more recently, in 1998, the University of Oklahoma Press published his highly praised The West of Billy the Kid.

The Kid (a.k.a. William Bonney) became involved in a conflict between two factions locked in a struggle for control of cattle range that included profits from supplying goods to the surrounding region and the U.S. army. The federal government held responsibility for legal organization and law enforcement in the territory, but during the Lincoln County War there was little honest law enforcement. The region descended into anarchy. Many were killed, and in the end no one could claim victory.

Only six weeks after his death, the Kid captured public attention when The True Life of Billy the Kid appeared as a popular five-cent novel in The Wide Awake Library. Six months later, Pat Garrett’s ghostwritten Authentic Life of Billy the Kid followed. From that time, the Kid’s legacy evolved to include hundreds of books and articles, as well as ballads, poetry, music, ballet, a scenic byway, and internet sites that include genealogies and discussion boards.

In the present work, author Nolan selected “the most seminal, the most influential . . . writings” (p. xi) for this critical survey. The twenty-six selections illustrate the evolution of the egregious myths that surround the Kid’s legendary life, along with more recent efforts to present factual histories. The Billy the Kid Reader presents accurate accounts and exposes misconceptions, inventions, and outright lies in the selected readings. The book is a treasure for Billy the Kid aficionados;
many of the readings are out of print, and never-before-published information is included. Each selection is prefaced by a critique by Nolan.

The readings are presented in two parts. Part One, "The Legend," includes writings from the period when myth and fabrication dominated published material. Nolan traces the origins of these books and articles and their influence on the evolving saga. Part Two, "The Legend into History," presents the more recent effort to give a factual view of the Kid's life and the events surrounding the Lincoln County War.

The first selection, The True Life of Billy the Kid, appeared six weeks after the Kid's death. It reads like a melodrama and gave birth to the notions that the Kid's last name was McCarthy, that his birthplace was New York, and that he had a sister. Misinformation continued in the early twentieth century, as writers continued to emphasize the Kid's violent and questionable character. Emerson Hough's "Billy the Kid: The True Story of a Western Bad Man" (1901) reinforced the myth that the Kid had killed a man for every year of his life. Arthur Chapman's "Billy the Kid: A Man All Bad" in the 1905 Outing Magazine branded the Kid a "wild beast and soulless youth." Twenty years later, a resurgence of interest in the Kid arose following publication of Walter Noble Burns' 1925 book The Saga of Billy the Kid. New books, magazine and newspaper articles, and movies appeared for popular consumption.

Then, in the 1950s, Frederick Nolan began extensive research for his biography of Tunstall, the Kid's sometime employer. About the same time, two American researchers began uncovering new information about the Kid. Philip J. Rasch's and R.N. Mullin's cogent findings appear in Part Two. Accurate and recent research dominates this section, and includes Mullin's conclusion that the Kid "was no better and no worse than many another of that era—he was, in fact, a rather normal boy of the Southwestern frontier" (p. 215). Most, but not all, of Lincoln County's inhabitants regarded the Kid as "simpatico." Nolan balances this section by including an unsympathetic personal appraisal written by one of the Kid's contemporaries, Lily Casey Klasner.

A map of the Kid's West and thirty-six illustrations and photographs add to the reader's understanding and enjoyment. As a whole, the book's many selections show how one small figure in western legal history has been both mythologized and then deconstructed.

Margaret Atherton Bonney
San Juan Capistrano

In Ballots and Bullets, Robert DeArment documents the numerous "county seat wars" that erupted in western Kansas during the late 1880s and early 1890s. In the process he sheds light on conflicts that have heretofore remained obscure. Moreover, by focusing on battles for county seat status as a whole, the author links relatively better known events—such as the 1889 gunfight in Cimarron and the 1888 Hay Meadow Massacre—that at first glance might seem unrelated.

With the Civil War over and the western Indian conflicts winding down, homesteaders began settling the far reaches of western Kansas during the mid-1880s. With them came land speculators and town promoters. The creation of towns begat county formation—and that's when the trouble began in western Kansas. Much of American criminal and civil law was administered by officials elected at the county level. As a result, towns that became county seats were perceived to have many advantages. Because they served as headquarters for most county officials and were the locales that judges, defendants, and witnesses visited when the law was administered, county seats attracted numerous businesses that supported the justice system. Moreover, many boosters believed that county seats had an edge when railroads were planning their routes. In addition, towns that became county seats attracted people willing to pay premium prices for land that, not long before, was essentially worthless, and this, of course, was a prime motivator for land speculators. In many cases, to be or not to be a county seat meant the life or death of a town.

Complicating matters was the fact that elections were held to determine which towns would become seats. These affairs were extremely prone to corruption, and leaders from towns that lost a given election would often stop at nothing to overturn the results. As DeArment notes, from 1885 to 1892, conflicts over county seat status led to at least twelve deaths, including one mayor and two elected sheriffs. Twenty or more individuals were injured by gunplay, and on six occasions Kansas governors called on the National Guard to bring order.

To provide a larger context for some of the more notorious seat wars, DeArment first focuses on five struggles that were non-lethal. These examples set the pattern for the more deadly disputes. In most cases there were multiple, disputed elections followed by lawsuits challenging the validity of the elections. Often the end result was the disappearance of the losing town, as was the case when Eustis lost to Goodland in the fight for the Sherman County seat.
seat. As DeArment writes, "Losing the seat meant that Eustis went from boom to bust in the space of a month" (p.18).

The remaining chapters focus on struggles that led to deadly violence, with perhaps the most famous being the battle between Ingalls and Cimarron in Gray County. During this and other disputes, outside influences and strong personalities significantly increased the likelihood of bloodshed. Gray County's troubles emerged when Hop Bitters mogul Asa T. Soule arrived in Kansas looking for somewhere to invest his considerable fortune. He almost single-handedly created the town of Ingalls, for the "express purpose of becoming the seat of the newly formed Gray County" (p. 36). This despite the fact that Cimarron was already well-established and had been chosen as county seat during a special election.

Similar hubris led to the outbreak of violence in Stevens County, when Sam Wood, an ambitious and pugnacious lawyer, politician, and journalist, established the town of Woodsdale to compete with Hugoton. The ill will generated during this conflict led to the Hay Meadow Massacre, in which five men were killed.

*Ballots and Bullets* is an ideal source for readers looking for factual accounts of these little-known conflicts. It would be strengthened, however, by increased analysis of the conflicts. Western Kansas seems to have had a particular propensity toward violence during these county seat battles—why was that the case? In addition, the author could have given more emphasis to the importance of county government in the maintenance of law and order. As DeArment documents throughout, in the midst of these conflicts many of the counties were in a state of anarchy. Civil and criminal proceedings were either corrupted by the conflicts or nonexistent.

Despite these minor flaws, I highly recommend *Ballots and Bullets*. DeArment is to be commended for his painstaking attention to detail and his conscientious attempts to sort out the numerous conflicting accounts of the county seat wars in western Kansas.

Paul T. Hietter
Mesa Community College


*Tribal Water Rights: Essays in Contemporary Law, Policy, and Economics*, edited by John E. Thorson, Sarah Britton, and
Bonnie G. Colby. Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2006; 291 pp.; notes, bibliography, index; $50.00 cloth.

Mirroring the team approach and cast of thousands common to today's complex water rights negotiations, coauthors Bonnie G. Colby, John E. Thorson, and Sarah Britton have marshaled both resources and personnel to give readers a broad overview of current Indian water settlements. *Negotiating Tribal Water Rights: Fulfilling Promises in the Arid West* is a useful guide for those involved in the process and for interested observers. The companion volume edited by the same three authors in 2006, titled *Tribal Water Rights: Essays in Contemporary Law, Policy and Economics*, is an in-depth textbook treatment for those more closely concerned with the subject.

The authors are leading practitioners in the field. Colby is a University of Arizona professor whose research covers economics and public policy issues associated with natural resources and the environment. Thorson served for ten years as the special master in Arizona's general stream adjudications and is currently an administrative law judge for the state of California. Britton graduated from the University of Arizona College of Law, where she was active in water issues. She is now an attorney practicing in California.

Much of the impetus for the project stemmed from Thorson's involvement as a cofounder of the Dividing the Waters venture, a collaborative network for judges, special masters, and arbiters involved in water rights litigation. The authors received financial support from a number of granting agencies, including the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the National Endowment for the Humanities.

Colby, Thorson, and Britton assembled a formidable array of talent who assisted them by writing sidebars and essays for *Negotiating Tribal Water Rights*. Contributors to this project include many prominent individuals now working on western water issues. Authors include Barbara Cosens, John Ecohawk, Robert J. Glennon, Ramsey Laursoo Kropf, James B. Merchant, and M. Evelyn Woods. For the textbook *Tribal Water Rights*, additional writers include Jerilyn DeCoteau, Lucy Moore, Michael C. Nelson, Steve Snyder, and Rebecca Tsosie.

The sourcebook *Negotiating Tribal Water Rights* is divided into four parts that gradually pilot the reader from an understanding of past tribal water rights settlements to contemplation of future negotiations. Part One covers the historical and legal background of Indian water rights in the American West. Part Two outlines the perspectives of current participants in the process, accompanied by first-person accounts and interviews. The specific detail of how settlements are made is
described in Part Three. The final section of the book covers lessons learned from both successful and unsuccessful efforts.

Although the concept of a federal reserved water right for Native American tribal reservations dates back nearly a century to the U.S. Supreme Court decision in *Winters v. United States*, 207 U.S. 564 (1908), it was the more recent decision in *Arizona v. California*, 373 U.S. 546 (1963), that finally provided a mechanism to quantify Indian claims to water. When combined with the civil rights activism of the 1960s, this ushered in a new era for native peoples, who asked that the nation honor its longstanding promise of providing water resources needed to fulfill the purpose of the reservations.

Tribes pressed their claims to water through the federal courts, but by virtue of the 1952 McCarran Amendment, Congress expressed its intent to have federal water rights settled in state courts through a process of general adjudications. Congress waived federal sovereign immunity for its own claims, and later the U.S. Supreme Court extended that waiver to Indian reserved rights held in trust by the federal government. This gave rise to the creation of general adjudications in nearly every western state.

But, like the never-ending case of *Jarndyce v. Jarndyce* in Dickens' *Bleak House*, progress in most general adjudications was painfully slow. Litigation released a stream of paper, but only a trickle of water. Participants gradually turned to negotiation instead. The settlement process started slowly and has stayed slow, but the authors document twenty-one settlements that could be considered "complete" by 2004. Some additional settlements have been finalized since research for the book was finished, but many more claims await resolution. The record of achievement is uneven for both litigation and negotiation. The authors express the hope that the 2008 centennial of the *Winters* decision will provide reflection about past achievements while spurring additional efforts to fulfill the promise this once-obscure case represents for Native peoples.

The textbook *Tribal Water Rights* is an in-depth scholarly treatment of crucial issues in Indian water rights law. The editors divided the work into four areas covering relations between different levels of government, water quantification, the settlement process, and water management once the settlement has been reached. The result is an exhaustive discussion of current issues facing those working in the Indian water rights field. While much has been learned over the past twenty-five years of negotiation and settlement, the process has become so specialized that participants might benefit from new thinking. Specifically, the editors offer the example of the mediation approach used in labor-management disputes as a possible template for the solution of long-running but slow-moving water conflicts.
Taken together, the two books provide a comprehensive examination of the many challenges faced by participants and stakeholders in the tribal water rights settlement process. Viewed broadly, that audience covers just about everyone in the West, because we are all dependent on limited water resources. *Negotiating Tribal Water Rights* is a valuable guide for managers and policy advisors working in the environmental arena. For those directly involved in negotiations, it contains essential advice, recommendations, and strategy. Decision makers more removed from the process will find it a simple, non-technical overview that will serve as an analysis of successful strategies and a guide to new ideas. Although the more academic companion volume *Tribal Water Rights* will appeal to the same audience, it will have a stronger application for practitioners working daily in the field. It is destined to find an audience among lawyers and judges involved in negotiation and litigation on an ongoing basis. The useful summaries of recent cases and issues it contains make for required reading among that group.

Because the subject is, in essence, a moving target, some of the information contained in the books is already somewhat dated. Even so, the two books contain the only recent compilation of completed and proposed settlements. Another problem is the difficulty of figuring out who are the authors of some of the essays in *Negotiating Tribal Water Rights*. Much of this difficulty stems from the magazine style of presentation, designed to break up the text and introduce different perspectives. It is a successful approach and adds interest to the work, but some additional clarification of authorship would be welcome. The same style is extended to *Tribal Water Rights*, but here each contributor is clearly identified. These minor drawbacks do not detract from the value of both works as comprehensive resources for those concerned with water and the environment. If you have an interest in western natural resources, one (or both) of these books should be on your shelf.

Douglas E. Kupel
Phoenix


In 1990, after a period of bruising political fights wherein President Ronald Reagan’s Supreme Court nominee, Robert Bork, had been rejected during the Senate confirmation process
and another nominee, Douglas Ginsberg, had withdrawn his
name from consideration, newly elected President George H.W.
Bush nominated to the court David Souter, a recent appointee
to the First Circuit Court of Appeals, to replace retiring Justice
William Brennan. Little known outside of his home state of
New Hampshire, the nominee was variously dubbed by the
press as the “stealth candidate” and “Justice Who.” The fifty-
year-old Souter was extensively vetted by the media. During
the confirmation process, senators debated whether Souter
would vote to overturn Roe v. Wade, which then, as now,
constituted a significant issue for any nominee to the high court.
After a lengthy hearing, Souter was confirmed by a ninety-to-
nine vote, while declining to accede to a “litmus test” on the
abortion issue.

On October 9, 1990, the new justice was the seventh Re-
publican appointee to the court. Critics of the Warren Court
gleefully anticipated that Souter would join the “constitu-
tional counter-revolution,” which would roll back what they
perceived as that court’s liberal agenda. As the author of this
biography points out, that hope did not pan out.

Tinsley E. Yarbrough had a difficult task in producing this
biography of the taciturn David Hackett Souter. The East Carolina
University professor points out in a bibliographic note, “Justice
Souter is a very private person. He declined to be interviewed
for this book, as did his law clerks.” Nonetheless, Professor
Yarbrough was able to fashion a most readable biography of
this Harvard-trained Rhodes Scholar by interviewing people
from Souter’s early childhood as well as researching Souter’s
work in the New Hampshire attorney general’s office under his
mentor, Warren Rudman. When Rudman won election to the
U.S. Senate in 1980, he advocated for Souter to replace him as
attorney general. In no small measure, Rudman was helpful in
Souter’s nomination to the Supreme Court.

David Souter’s judicial career began in 1978 with a lifetime
appointment to New Hampshire’s superior court. In 1983 he
was elevated to the state’s supreme court. The author, using
comments from and interviews with Souter’s many friends,
coworkers, and attorneys who appeared before him, fleshes out
the person in the black robe and the process through which
he became an associate justice. Yarborough describes how this
“New England Yankee” came to embody the phrase a judicial
conservative, not a political conservative and, in turn, disap-
pointed many who saw in Souter’s appointment to the U.S.
Supreme Court an opportunity, as previously noted, to roll
back many of the Warren Court’s decisions.

Those who demanded a general review of the Warren Court
would not be entirely disappointed by the opinions and votes of
Justice Souter, who has generally been considered a moderate. Justice Souter could usually be counted on to affirm lower court decisions that supported the government, especially those involving the conduct of police officers. The opinions and votes of the New Hampshire Supreme Court jurist were previews of how he would rule as a U.S. Supreme Court justice.

Professor Yarbrough has written about other Supreme Court matters and, as ever, writes knowingly and with authority. For a reader interested in how childhood and other early experiences shaped Justice Souter, the recollections of friends and neighbors are helpful. Through Yarbrough’s descriptions of Souter as a student at Harvard and as a Rhodes Scholar, we get a preview of work habits and expectations that Souter held for himself and others. As for his rulings, it should be noted that this book was published while William Rehnquist was still chief justice and before Samuel Alito filled the vacancy created when Justice Sandra Day O’Connor retired.

Professor Yarbrough contends that although Souter is sensitive to civil rights and due process, he has established a traditional Republican record on the court. Political conservatives may disagree with this analysis, but Yarbrough makes efforts to justify his view by analyzing Souter’s Supreme Court opinions and votes in significant detail, noting in closing that “Souter’s common law jurisprudence has prompted him to forge a record that is relatively liberal by any measure and certainly by Rehnquist Court standards.”

Justice Souter himself would probably disagree with the liberal label. Yarborough relates a conversation that took place between Souter and a friend wherein Souter responds to the liberal label with an old New England joke: When asked “How’s your wife?” the farmer responds with “Compared to what?” Souter asks his friend—“If I’m liberal, compared to what?”

Justice Souter, a New England Yankee with traditional Republican roots, thus sums up his judicial philosophy as one in which respect for precedent and a commitment to civil liberties play a central role in his judicial decisions.

James P. Spellman
Long Beach, California

1See review of The Rehnquist Court and the Constitution in Western Legal History 15:2 (Summer/Fall 2002), 221–23.
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Steven Swig, Esq., San Francisco
Taylor & Company Law Offices, San Francisco
Paul L. Westberg, Esq., Boise
Jeff Westerman, Esq., Los Angeles
Douglas R. Young, Esq., San Francisco

GRANTOR
$250–$499
Mitchell E. Abbott, Esq., Los Angeles
Barry Abrams, Esq., Houston
Robert Aitken, Esq., Palos Verdes Estates
Wylie A. Aitken, Esq., Santa Ana
Lorraine H. Akiba, Esq., Honolulu
Alston, Hunt, Floyd & Ing, Honolulu
Seth Aronson, Esq., Los Angeles
Ashford & Wriston, Honolulu
Prof. Gordon Morris Bakken, Fullerton
Barran Liebman LLP, Portland
Peter J. Benvenutti, Esq., San Francisco
Charles A. Bird, Esq., San Diego
Brad D. Brian, Esq., Los Angeles
Richard Brophy, Esq., Oakland
Timothy F. Cahill, Esq., Sacramento
Hon. Earl H. Carroll, Phoenix
John Francis Carroll, Esq., San Pedro
John Carson, Esq., Los Angeles
Jose Mariano Castillo, Esq., Los Angeles
Chandler & Udall, Tucson
Chernoff, Vilhauer, McClung & Stenzel, Portland
Margaret Chidester, Esq., Irvine
Hon. Richard R. Clifton, Honolulu
William A. Cohan, Esq., Rancho Santa Fe
Ezekiel E. Cortez, Esq., San Diego
Cosgrave Vergeer Kester LLP, Portland
Alfred S. Donau III, Esq., Tucson
Scott H. Dunham, Esq., Los Angeles
Robert H. Fairbank, Esq., Los Angeles
Hon. Valerie Baker Fairbank, Los Angeles
Hon. Ferdinand F. Fernandez, Pasadena
Paul T. Friedman, Esq., Oakland
D. Wayne Gittinger, Esq., Seattle
Hon. Alfred T. Goodwin, Pasadena
Hon. Ronald M. Gould, Seattle
Philip L. Gregory, Esq., Burlingame
Forrest A. Hainline III, Esq., San Francisco
Hanna & Brophy LLP, Oakland
Edwin A. Harnden, Esq., Portland
James P. Harrang, Esq., Eugene
Earl M. Hill, Esq., Reno
John E. Jaqua, Esq., Eugene
Hon. Robert J. Johnston, Las Vegas
Daniel R. Kaleba, Esq., San Jose
David H.T. Kane, Esq., Briarcliff
Terri D. Keville, Esq., Los Angeles
Daniel M. Kolkey, Esq., San Francisco
Kunz, Plit, Hyland, Demlong & Kleifield, Phoenix
Ruth J. Lavine, Esq., Los Angeles
Lightfoot, Vandervelde, Sadowski, et al., Los Angeles
Samuel S. Lionel, Esq., Las Vegas
Robert D. Lowry, Esq., Eugene
Daniel Patrick Lynch, Esq., Bend
Gregory P. Lynch, Esq., Bend
Lynch & Associates, Anchorage
Daniel J. McAuliffe, Esq., Phoenix
Thomas J. McDermott, Jr., Esq., Indian Wells
Prof. Clare McKanna, San Diego
Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp, Los Angeles
Ann C. Moorman, Esq., Ukiah
Morgan Angel & Associates, Washington
Hon. John F. Moulds, Sacramento
Hon. Geraldine Mund, Woodland Hills
Murchison & Cumming, Los Angeles
George W. Nowell, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Ben L. O'Brien, Carmichael
Richard W. Odgers, Esq., San Francisco
Olson, Hagel & Fishburn, Sacramento
Andrea S. Ordin, Esq., Los Angeles
Remcho, Johansen & Purcell, San Leandro
James Rigos, Esq., Seattle
Hon. Paul G. Rosenblatt, Phoenix
Robert Rosenfeld, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. William A. Ryan, Los Angeles
Hon. Pamela Rymer, Pasadena
Kelli Sager, Esq., Los Angeles
Benjamin B. Salvaty, Esq., Los Angeles
Francis O. Scarpulla, Esq., San Francisco
Donna Schuele, Woodland Hills
Quinton Seamons, Esq., Scottsdale
Segal & Kirby, Sacramento
Calvin Siemer, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Milan D. Smith, Jr., El Segundo
Prof. Steven R. Smith, San Diego
Hon. Joseph T. Sneed, San Francisco
Snell & Wilmer, Phoenix
Dean Kenneth W. Starr, Malibu
Gregory P. Stone, Esq., Los Angeles
Lynn C. Stutz, Esq., Campbell
Eleanor Swent, Palo Alto
Herbert R. Takahashi, Esq., Honolulu
Hon. Richard Tallman, Seattle
Ragesh K. Tangri, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. James Teilborg, Phoenix
Gail M. Title, Esq., Los Angeles
D. Burr Udall, Esq., Tucson
Robert S. Warren, Esq., San Marino
Michael A. White, Esq., Saipan
White & Case, Los Angeles
Wilke, Fleury, Hoffelt, Gould & Birney, Sacramento
Bradley B. Williams, Ph.D., Pasadena
William M. Wuestenfeld, Esq., Anchorage
Meryl Young, Esq., Irvine
John M. Youngquist, Esq., San Francisco

SUSTAINING

$100 - $249

Hon. Theodor Albert, Santa Ana
Hon. Robert Alsdorf, Seattle
Beth Andrus, Esq., Seattle
Edward Angel, Washington
Mark Asdourian, Esq., Newport Beach
James Baker, Esq., Ephrata
Prof. Gordon Bakken, Fullerton
Jeffrey Beaver, Esq., Seattle
Laurel Beeler, Esq., San Francisco  
Peter Benzian, Esq., San Diego  
Ronald Berenstain, Esq., Seattle  
Charles Berwanger, Esq., San Diego  
Hon. Marsha Berzon, San Francisco  
Laura Bettis, Esq., Boise  
Tisha Black-Chernine, Esq., Las Vegas  
Allen Blumenthal, Esq., Oakland  
Stephen Bomse, Esq., San Francisco  
Franklin Bondonno, Esq., San Jose  
Hon. Robert Boochever, Pasadena  
Andrew Bridges, Esq., San Francisco  
John Briscoe, Esq., San Francisco  
Brian Brokate, Esq., New York  
Hon. Volney Brown, Jr., Dana Point  
Hon. Robert Bryan, Tacoma  
Albie Burke, Ph.D., Long Beach  
Kathleen Butterfield, Esq., San Francisco  
Hon. William Canby, Phoenix  
Hon. David Carter, Santa Ana  
Matthew Carvalho, Esq., Seattle  
Ronald Clark, Esq., Washington  
Steve Cochran, Esq., Los Angeles  
Hon. Avern Cohn, Detroit  
Wilson Condon, Esq., Anchorage  
Charles Craycroft, Esq., Gilroy  
William Crosby, Esq., Irvine  
Hon. Frank Damrell, Sacramento  
Richard De Luce, Esq., Palos Verdes Estates  
Richard Derham, Esq., Seattle  
Dean John C. Eastman, Orange  
Robert Ebiner, Esq., West Covina  
Hon. Morrison England, Jr., Sacramento  
Donald Falk, Esq., Palo Alto  
Hon. Robert Faris, Honolulu  
Hon. Ferdinand Fernandez, Pasadena  
Hon. Dale S. Fischer, Los Angeles  
Dennis Fischer, Esq., Santa Monica  
Hon. Raymond Fisher, Sherman Oaks  
Hon. James Fitzgerald, Anchorage  
Hon. Macklin Fleming, Los Angeles  
Hon. Betty B. Fletcher, Seattle  
Hon. William Fletcher, San Francisco  
Hon. Selim Franklin, Costa Mesa  
John Fredenburg, Esq., Sacramento  
Hon. Helen Frye, New York  
Holly Fujie, Esq., Los Angeles  
Dolly Gee, Esq., Los Angeles  
Hon. Lloyd George, Las Vegas  
Brian Getz, Esq., San Francisco  
Prof. Dale Goble, Moscow  
Christopher Goelz, Esq., Mercer Island  
Hon. Mitchel R. Goldberg, Yorba Linda  
Jason Gonzalez, Los Angeles  
William Grantham, Esq., Los Angeles  
Thomas Greenan, Esq., Seattle  
Hon. Philip S. Gutierrez, Los Angeles
Hon. John Hargrove, San Diego
E. Richard Hart, Winthrop
John Hasko, Moscow
Thomas Haven, Esq., Atherton
Prof. Arthur Hellman, Pittsburgh
Robert and Phyllis Henigson, Deer Harbor
John Hennelly, Esq., Marina del Rey
Brian Hennigan, Esq., Los Angeles
Bruce Heurlin, Esq., Tucson
Hon. H. Russel Holland, Anchorage
Michael Hubbard, Esq., Waitsburg
Shirley Hufstedler, Esq., Flintridge
Peter J. Hughes, Esq., San Diego
Hon. Susan S. Ikuta, Pasadena
Hon. Susan Illston, San Francisco
Hon. Patrick Irvine, Phoenix
Daniel Jamison, Esq., Fresno
Hon. Martin J. Jenkins, San Francisco
Hon. Cindy Jorgenson, Tucson
Hon. Meredith Jury, Riverside
Hon. Lawrence Karlton, Sacramento
Steven Kazan, Esq., Oakland
Randall Kester, Esq., Portland
Thomas Kidde, Esq., Los Angeles
Michael King, Esq., Tukwila
Hon. Christopher M. Klein, Sacramento
Hon. James Kleinberg, San Jose
Hon. Andrew Kleinfeld, Fairbanks
Theodore Kolb, Esq., San Francisco
Mark Koop, Esq., Berkeley
Gordon Krischer, Esq., Los Angeles
Hon. Robert N. Kwan, Santa Ana
Michael Lancaster, Esq., Irvine
Edward Lane, Esq., Tacoma
Bartholomew Lee, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Peggy Leen, Las Vegas
Hon. Ronald Leighton, Tacoma
Hon. David Levi, Sacramento
Hon. Ronald Lew, Los Angeles
David R. Lira, Esq., Los Angeles
Hon. M. James Lorenz, San Diego
Hon. Elwood Lui, Los Angeles
Hon. Eugene Lynch, Ross
Thomas Mackey, Ph.D., Louisville
Ron Maroko, Esq., Redondo Beach
Hon. Malcolm Marsh, Portland
Daniel Mason, Esq., San Francisco
Kirk McAllister, Esq., Modesto
Joe McCray, Esq., Scappoose
Mrs. David McDaniel, San Francisco
Hon. Howard McKibben, Verdi
Mary McNamara, Esq., San Francisco
Howard G. McPherson, Esq., Honolulu
Frederick Merkin, Esq., Los Angeles
Grover Merritt, Esq., Alta Loma
Mark Andrew Merva, Esq., Washington
R. Colin Middleton, Esq., Anchorage
Thomas Mitchell, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Susan Mollway, Honolulu
Alexander Moore, Esq., Walnut Creek
Hon. Alex Munson, Saipan
Smithmoore Myers, Esq., Spokane
Terry Nafisi, San Francisco
Jerry Neal, Esq., Spokane
Arne Nelson, Esq., San Francisco
Paul Nelson, Esq., Dupont
John Niles, Esq., Los Angeles
David Nolan, Esq., Orinda
Hon. William Norris, Los Angeles
Richard Odgers, Esq., San Francisco
Chet Orloff, Portland
Hon. Diarmuid O'Scannlain, Portland
Pamela Parker, Esq., San Diego
Warrington Parker III, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. John Peterson, Butte
Thomas Peterson, Esq., San Francisco
Prof. Paula Petrik, South Riding
Hon. Mariana Pfalzer, Los Angeles
Hon. Virginia Phillips, Riverside
Forrest Plant, Esq., Sacramento
Jeffrey Portnoy, Esq., Honolulu
John Poucher, Esq., Santa Barbara
Hon. Albert Radcliffe, Eugene
Hon. Edward Rafeedie, Los Angeles
John C. Rawls, Esq., Houston
Hon. Manuel Real, Los Angeles
Hon. James Redden, Beaverton
Scott W. Reed, Coeur D’Alene
Michelle Reinglass, Esq., Laguna Hills
Hon. Stephen Reinhardt, Los Angeles
Hon. Robin Riblet, Santa Barbara
Kent Richards, Ph.D., Ellensburg
Hon. James Robart, Seattle
Cara Robertson, Esq., Santa Monica
David Robinson, Esq., Pasadena
James Roethe, Esq., Orinda
Hon. Herbert Ross, Anchorage
Lowell Rothschild, Esq., Tucson
J. David Sackman, Esq., Los Angeles
Harvey Saferstein, Esq., Los Angeles
Robert Sanger, Esq., Santa Barbara
Martin Schainbaum, Esq., San Francisco
Harry Schneider, Esq., Seattle
Hon. Mary Schroeder, Phoenix
Hon. William Schwarzer, San Francisco
Hon. J. Michael Seabright, Honolulu
Mary Jo Shartsis, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Edward Shea, Richland
Timothy Sheehan, Esq., Albuquerque
Michael Simon, Esq., Portland
Dr. Larry Skogen, Bismarck
Hon. Otto Skopil, Jr., Lake Oswego
Claude Smart, Jr., Esq., Stockton
Hon. Fern Smith, San Francisco

Hon. N. Randy Smith, Pocatello
James Spellman, Esq., Long Beach
Michael Steponovich, Esq., Orange
David Steuer, Esq., Palo Alto
Hon. Alicemarie Stotlar, Santa Ana
Hon. Lonny Suko, Yakima
Wilma Sur, Esq., Honolulu
Robert Tardiff, Esq., Rancho Cucamonga
Hon. A. Wallace Tashima, Pasadena
John Taylor, Esq., Pasadena
Hon. Leslie Tchaikovsky, Oakland
Hon. Sidney Thomas, Billings
Hon. Gordon Thompson, Jr., San Diego
Roderick Thompson, Esq., San Francisco
John Thorndal, Esq., Las Vegas
Terry Thurbon, Esq., Juneau
Hon. Robert Timlin, Carpinteria
G. Val Tollefson, Esq., Seattle
Gary J. Torre, Esq., Oakland
James E. Towery, Esq., San Jose
Paul Ulrich, Esq., Phoenix
Prof. Sandra VanBurkleo, Detroit
Hon. Neil V. Wake, Phoenix
Hon. Vaughn Walker, San Francisco
Hon. Kim Wardlaw, Pasadena
Leslie Weatherhead, Esq., Spokane
Mark Weber, Esq., South Pasadena
Hon. John Weinberg, Seattle
Hon. Stephen Wilson, Los Angeles
W. Foster Wollen, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Douglas Woodlock, Boston
Joseph A. Woods, Jr., Esq., Oakland
Michael Wright, Esq., Los Angeles
Edward Wynne, Jr., Esq., Ross
Rosalyn Zakheim, Esq., Culver City
Hon. Thomas Zilly, Seattle

ADVOCATE
$50–$99

Hon. Robert Aguilar, Campbell
Cheryl Alcorn, Temple City
Honey Amado, Esq., Beverly Hills
Jean-Claude Andre, Esq., Los Angeles
Sarah Andre, Los Angeles
Richard Archer, Esq., Occidental
C. Murphy Archibald, Esq., Charlotte
Hon. J. Kelley Arnold, Tacoma
Ronald W. Atwood, Esq., Portland
Gregory Baka, Esq., Saipan
Frederick Baker, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Dennis Beck, Fresno
Prof. David Bederman, Atlanta
Jeffrey Bleich, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Robert Block, Los Angeles
Hon. Sheri Bluebond, Los Angeles
Ernest Bonyhadi, Esq., Portland
Stanley Boone, Esq., Fresno
Margaret Branick-Abilla, Esq., Palo Alto
Robert Briggs, Esq., Orange
Hon. Melvin Brunetti, Reno
Donald Burrill, Esq., South Pasadena
Martha Byrnes, Esq., Los Angeles
Robert Calo, Esq., Portland
Dominic Campisi, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Peter Carroll, Riverside
Annetta Casey, Esq., Redlands
Prof. Stephen Charry, Oglesby
Richard Chernick, Esq., Los Angeles
Hon. Maxine Chesney, San Francisco
Dana Christensen, Esq., Kalispell
Richard Clements, Esq., Long Beach
Charles Cleveland, Esq., Spokane
Cynthia Cohen, Esq., Los Angeles
Michael Colantuono, Esq., Penn Valley
Hon. Audrey Collins, Los Angeles
Jack Collins, Esq., Portland
Theodore Collins, Esq., Seattle
Christopher Conner, Esq., El Cerrito
Kathleen Courts, Esq., Alameda
Donna Crail-Rugotzke, Las Vegas
Anne Crotty, Esq., Pasadena
Jason Crotty, Esq., San Francisco
Ronald Dean, Esq., Pacific Palisades
Eileen Decker, Esq., Los Angeles
Roland DeLorme, Elma
Richard Derevan, Esq., Costa Mesa
Charles Donegan, Esq., Washington
Pamela Dunn, Esq., Pasadena
Roy Dwyer, Esq., Bend
Paul B. Eaglin, Esq., Fairbanks
James Ellis, Esq., Seattle
Hon. William Enright, San Diego
Bruce Ericson, Esq., San Francisco
John Feeney, Esq., Flagstaff
Hon. Warren Ferguson, Santa Ana
James Finberg, Esq., San Francisco
Daniel Floyd, Esq., Los Angeles
Hon. Richard Ford, Nipomo
Ines Fraenkel, Esq., Piedmont
Prof. Lawrence Friedman, Stanford
Stanley Friedman, Esq., Los Angeles
Christian Fritz, Ph.D., Albuquerque
Joanne Garvey, Esq., Kensington
E. Johanna Gibbon, Esq., Irvine
Michael Gisser, Esq., Los Angeles
Lawrence Goldberg, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Marc Goldman, Santa Ana
Barry Goode, Esq., Richmond
John Gordan III, Esq., New York
William Gorenfeld, Esq., Ventura
Gary Graham, Esq., Missoula
Paul Gray, Esq., Claremont
William Greene, Burlingame
Hon. Arthur Greenwald, Encino
Eugene Gregor, Esq., New York
Michael Griffith, Oakland
David Groesbeck, Esq., Spokane
Stanley Grogan, Ed.D., Pinole
Hon. James Grube, San Jose
Dr. Vanessa Gunther, Fullerton
Earle Hagen, Esq., Encino
Hon. Randolph Haines, Phoenix
Hon. Cynthia Hall, Pasadena
John Hanft, Esq., San Francisco
Richard Harrington, Esq., San Francisco
Mark Harrison, Esq., Phoenix
Hon. Terry Hatter, Jr., Los Angeles
John Havelock, Esq., Anchorage
Alan Hensher, Esq., Merced
Preston Hiefield, Jr., Esq., Redmond
Ernest Hoidal, Esq., Boise
Hon. Eileen Hollowell, Tucson
C. Timothy Hopkins, Esq., Idaho Falls
Prof. James Huffman, Portland
Max Huffman, Esq., Washington
Hon. Anthony Ishii, Fresno
L.M. Jacobs IV, Esq., Tucson
Hon. D. Lowell Jensen, Castro Valley
Dr. Lisa Johnson, Hayward
Hon. Napoleon Jones, San Diego
Hon. Robert Jones, Portland
Garry Kahn, Esq., Portland
Jacquelyn Kasper, Tucson
Hon. Victor Kenton, Los Angeles
Hon. David Kenyon, Pasadena
Judith Droz Keyes, Esq., San Francisco
Randall T. Kim, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Leslie Kobayashi, Honolulu
Hon. Marlene Kristovich, Los Angeles
Benedict Kuchne, Esq., Miami
Warren Kujawa, Esq., Henderson
Donald Kunz, Esq., Phoenix
Jerrold Ladar, Esq., San Francisco
John Lapinski, Esq., Los Angeles
Michael Large, Esq., Reno
Hon. Robert Lasnik, Seattle
Hon. Kathleen Lax, Woodland Hills
Dennis Lindsay, Esq., Portland
Mary Loftus, San Marino
H. Clifford Looney, Esq., Vale
James Lund, Esq., Los Angeles
Weyman Lundquist, Esq., Hanover
Jordan Luttrell, San Francisco
Hon. James Mahan, Las Vegas
Maurice Mandel II, Esq.,
Hon. Nora Manella, Los Angeles
J. Richard Manning, Esq., Seattle
Hon. Bruce Markell, Las Vegas
Prof. Robert Markman, Joplin
James Martin, Esq., Los Angeles
Hon. Virginia Mathis, Phoenix
Hon. A. Howard Matz, Los Angeles
Jerry McNaul, Esq., Seattle
Kurt Melchior, Esq., San Francisco
Prof. Philip Merkel, Huntington Beach
Hon. Jeffrey Miller, San Diego
Deborah Misir, Esq., Washington
Hon. Donald Molloy, Missoula
Prof. R. James Mooney, Eugene
William Moore, Esq., Bainbridge Island
Jeffrey Morris, Douglaston
Prof. Leopold Musiyan, Papeete
Claus-M. Naske, Ph.D., Fairbanks
Hon. Dorothy Nelson, Pasadena
Willard Norberg, Esq., San Francisco
Doyce Nunis, Jr., Ph.D., Los Angeles
Hon. Fernando Olguin, Los Angeles
John O'Reilly, Esq., Las Vegas
Yolanda Orozco, Esq., Los Angeles
Hon. Karen Overstreet, Seattle
Stephen Pahl, Esq., San Jose
Hon. Owen Panner, Medford
Robert Parham, Anchorage
Hon. Marilyn Patel, San Francisco
Bernard Petric, Esq., San Francisco
John Porter, Esq., Los Angeles
Bertram Potter, Esq., Pasadena
Hon. Harry Pregerson, Woodland Hills
Sara Purcell, Esq., Mill Valley
Hon. Charles Pyle, Tucson
Hon. Justin Quackenbush, Spokane
David Raish, Esq., Boston
Hon. Karsten Rasmussen, Eugene
Ann Miller Ravel, Esq., San Jose
Hon. Edward Reed, Jr., Reno
David Reichard, San Francisco
Michael Reiss, Esq., Seattle
Hon. John Rhoades, San Diego
Evelyn Ricci, Santa Barbara
Philip Roberts, Laramie
Ralston P. Roberts, Esq., Hillsborough
Walter Robinson, Esq., Atherton
Hon. Ernest Robles, Los Angeles
S. Roger Rombro, Esq., Manhattan Beach
Hon. John Rossmeissl, Yakima
Edmund Schaffer, Esq., Los Angeles
Edwin Schander, Pasadena
Prof. Donna Schueler, Woodland Hills
Robert Schwantes, Burlingame
Jack Schwartz, Esq., Portland
Jeremiah Scott, Jr., Esq., Eureka
Hon. Richard Seeborg, San Jose
Hon. James Selna, Santa Ana
Molly Selvin, Ph.D., Los Angeles
Arden Shenker, Esq., Portland
Peter Sherwood, San Francisco
J. Arnold Shotwell, Bay Center
Hon. William Shubb, Sacramento
John Sims, Esq., Sacramento
Alan L. Smith, Esq., Salt Lake City
Gail Smith, Esq., Mt. Vernon
Prof. Rayman Solomon, Camden
Graydon Staring, Esq., San Francisco
H. Dean Steward, Esq., San Clemente
Hon. Thomas Stewart, Juneau
Thomas Stolpman, Esq., Long Beach
Hon. Karen Strombom, Tacoma
Felix Stumpf, Esq., Reno
Sanford Svetcov, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Howard Turrentine, San Diego
Chris Tweeten, Esq., Helena
Hon. Nandor Vadas, Eureka
George Walker, Esq., Monterey
Hon. J. Clifford Wallace, San Diego
Riley C. Walter, Esq., Fresno
Roy Weatherup, Esq., Northridge
Timothy Weaver, Esq., Yakima
Harold Weiss, Jr., Leander
William Weissman, Esq., San Francisco
Robert Welden, Esq., Seattle
Rebecca Wiess, Esq., Seattle
Hon. Claudia Wilken, Berkeley
Hon. Spencer Williams, Carmichael
Robert Wolfe, Esq., Manhattan Beach
Susan Wood, Esq., Manhattan Beach
John Wunder, Ph.D., J.D., Lincoln
Lillian Wyshak, Esq., Beverly Hills
James Young, San Francisco
Hon. Ralph Zarefsky, La Canada
Hon. Bernard Zimmerman, San Francisco

SUBSCRIBING

$25–$49

Julie Abutal, Bellflower
William Adams, Esq., Santa Rosa
Alabama Supreme Court, Montgomery
Alameda County Law Library, Oakland
Albany Law School, Albany
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester
American University, Washington
Anchorage Law Library, Anchorage
Kelly Andersen, Esq., Medford
Edward Anderson, Esq., San Francisco
Appalachian School of Law, Grundy
Archives Library Information Center, College Park
Arizona State Law Library, Phoenix
Arizona State University, Tempe
Ronald Aronovsky, Esq., Glendale
Adam Attwood, Spokane
Judith Austin, Boise
Autry Museum of Western Heritage, Los Angeles
Ave Maria School of Law, Ann Arbor
Brian Baker, Esq. Pasadena
Bancroft Library, Berkeley
Barry University, Orlando
Beverly Bastian, Carmichael
Hon. William Beverly, Jr., Rolling Hills Estates
Dean Bochner, Esq., Los Angeles
Boise State University, Boise
Boston College, Newton Center
Boston Public Library, Boston
Boston University, Boston
Sharon Boswell, Seattle
Dorothy Bracey, Santa Fe
Stacy Brebner, Seattle
George Brewster, Jr., Esq., San Diego
Hon. Rudi Brewster, San Diego
Hon. Charles Breyer, San Francisco
Brigham Young University, Provo
Hon. Robert Broomfield, Phoenix
Hon. William Browning, Tucson
Bruce Smith College of Law, Champaign
Hon. Samuel Bufford, Los Angeles
Robert Bulkley, Jr., Esq., Beaverton
Carl Burnham, Jr., Esq., Ontario
Kenneth Burt, Sacramento
California Court of Appeals, Sacramento
California History Center, Cupertino
California Judicial Center, San Francisco
California State Library, Sacramento
California State University, Fullerton
California State University, Sacramento
California State University, Stanislaus, Turlock
California Western Law School, San Diego
Donald A. Carr, Esq., Washington
Michael Case, Esq., Ventura
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland
Robert Castro, Chino
Catholic University of America, Washington
Cathy Catterson, San Francisco
Central Community College, Grand Island
Barbara Cervantes, Seattle
Chapman University, Orange
Chase College of Law Library, Highland Heights
Hon. Edward Chen, San Francisco
Dean Eric Chiappinelli, Seattle
Hillel Chodos, Esq., Los Angeles
Janet Chubb, Esq., Reno
A. Marisa Chun, Esq., San Francisco
Nanci Clarence, Esq., San Francisco
College of William & Mary, Williamsburg
Colorado Supreme Court, Denver
Columbia University Law School, New York
John Colwell, Esq., San Diego
Constitutional Rights Foundation, Los Angeles
Beverly Cook, Claremont
John Cormode, Mountain View
Cornell University, Ithaca
Robert Cowling, Esq., Medford
Creighton University, Omaha
Crown Forestry Rental Trust, Wellington
Dalhousie University, Halifax
Dale Danneman, Esq., Paradise Valley
Cecilia Davis, Sacramento
Lewis Davis, Esq., Walnut Creek
Dr. Patrick Del Duca, Los Angeles
DePaul University, Chicago
Charles Diegel, Nora Springs
M. Allyn Dingel, Jr., Esq., Boise
Ashley Dorris, Esq., San Jose
Drake University, Des Moines
Duke University, Durham
Hon. David Duncan, Phoenix
Prof. Donald Dunn, Ontario
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh
Noel Dyer, Esq., San Francisco
Emory University, Atlanta
Prof. Iris Engstrand, San Diego
Margaret Epler, Esq., San Francisco
W. Manning Evans, Esq., Washington
Thomas Fallgatter, Esq., Bakersfield
Federal Judicial Center, Washington
Steven Felderstein, Esq., Sacramento
Alfred Ferris, Esq., San Diego
Florida Coastal School of Law, Jacksonville
Florida State University, Tallahassee
Fordham University, New York
Merrill Francis, Esq., Los Angeles
Richard Frank, Esq., San Francisco
Ft. Smith National Historic Site, Ft. Smith
Kelli Fuller, Esq., Murrieta
Gale Serials, Detroit
Christopher Garrett, Esq., Portland
David Gauntlett, Esq., Irvine
George Washington University, Washington
Georgetown University Law Center, Washington
Georgia State University, Atlanta
Hon. Helen Gillmor, Honolulu
Prof. Morton Gitelman, Fayetteville
Prof. Charlotte Goldberg, Los Angeles
Golden Gate University, San Francisco
Gonzaga University, Spokane
Prof. Sarah Gordon, Philadelphia
Jerry Goren, North Hollywood
David Gould, Esq., Los Angeles
Mary Grafflin, San Francisco
Williams E. Grauer, Esq., San Diego
Brian Gray, Esq., San Mateo
Carroll Gray, Esq., Spokane
Stephen Griffith, Esq., Portland
Lewis Grossman, Esq., Arlington
Hon. Andrew Guilford, Trabuco Canyon
Hon. David Hagen, Reno
Michael Haglund, Esq., Portland
Roger Haines, Jr., Esq., Del Mar
M.J. Hamilton, Ph.D., J.D., Carmichael
Hamline University, St. Paul
Barbara Handy-Marchello, Bismarck
Harvard Law School, Cambridge
Hastings College of Law, San Francisco
Hon. William Hayes, San Diego
Robert Henry, Esq., Seattle
Leonard Herr, Esq., Visalia
James Hewitt, Lincoln
Prof. Paul Hietter, Gilbert
James Hiller, Esq., Portland
Harvey Hinman, Esq., Atherton
Historical Research Associates, Missoula
Fred Hjelmeset, Mountain View
Hofstra University, Hempstead
James Homola, Esq., Fresno
Douglas Houser, Esq., Portland
Lembhard Howell, Esq., Seattle
Robert Huber, Esq., Santa Rosa
Hon. Roger Hunt, Las Vegas
Huntington Library & Art Gallery, San Marino
Idaho State Historical Society, Boise
Hon. Cynthia Imbrogno, Spokane
Indiana University School of Law, Bloomington
Indiana University School of Law, Indianapolis
Steve Ivanovics, Riverside
JRP Historical Consulting Services, Davis
Kristen Jackson, Esq., Los Angeles
Hon. Ronald Eagleeye Johnny, Nixon
Hon. Edward Johnson, Stagecoach
Kathleen Jolly, Monrovia
Judiciary History Center, Honolulu
Elissa Kagan, Esq., Laguna Woods
Hon. Harold Kahn, San Francisco
Dennis Karnopp, Esq., Bend
Hon. Robert Kelleher, Los Angeles
Jennifer Keller, Esq., Irvine
Patrick Kelly, Esq., Los Angeles
Prof. Paul Kens, Austin
J. Michael Keyes, Esq., Spokane
Robert Kidd, Esq., Oakland
Hon. Garr King, Portland
Joel Kleinberg, Esq., Los Angeles
Kathryn Kolkhorst, Esq., Juneau
Douglas Kupel, Esq., Phoenix
Louise LaMothe, Esq., Santa Barbara
Prof. David Langum, Birmingham
Prof. Ronald Lansing, Portland
James Larsen, Spokane
James Lassart, Esq., San Francisco
Beatrice Laws, San Francisco
John Leaf, Anchorage
Peter Levinson, Bethesda
Henry Lewek, Esq., Novato
Kenneth Leyton-Brown, Ph.D., Regina
Sidney Lezak, Esq., Portland
Liberty University Law Library, Lynchburg
John M. Lin, Palos Verdes Estates
Douglas Littlefield, Oakland
David Oppenheimer, San Francisco
Orange County Public Law Library, Santa Ana
Rachel Osborn, Esq., Spokane
Hon. Carolyn Ostby, Great Falls
Hon. S. James Otero, Los Angeles
Pace University, White Plains
Anne Padgett, Esq., Henderson
John Palache, Jr., Esq., Greenwich
Pasadena Public Library, Pasadena
Penn State Dickinson School of Law, Carlisle
James Penrod, Esq., San Francisco
Pepperdine University, Malibu
Hon. Stephen Pogson, Phoenix
Paul Potter, Esq., Sierra Madre
Graham Price Q.C., Calgary
Princeton University, Princeton
Karl Quackenbush, Esq., Seattle
Dean Nancy Rapoport, Houston
LeRoy Reaza, San Gabriel
John Reese, Esq., Petaluma
Prof. R.A. Reese, Austin
Regent University, Virginia Beach
Virginia Ricketts, Jerome
Hon. Whitney Rimel, Fresno
Robert Ringo, Esq., Corvallis
Riverside County Law Library, Riverside
Kenneth Robbins, Esq., Honolulu
John Rosholt, Esq., Twin Falls
Prof. William G. Ross, Birmingham
Bruce Rubin, Esq., Portland
Michael Rusing, Esq., Tucson
Hon. Steve Russell, Bloomington
Rutgers Law Library, Newark
Hon. John Ryan, Santa Ana
Pat Safford, Esq., Redwood City
Samford University, Birmingham
San Diego County Law Library, San Diego
San Diego State University, San Diego
San Francisco History Center, San Francisco
San Francisco Law Library, San Francisco
San Jose Public Library, San Jose
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara
Steven Sarnicoga, Glendale
Joseph Saveri, Esq., San Francisco
Evelyn Schlatter, Nashville
Owen Schmidt, Esq., Portland
David Schoeggl, Esq., Seattle
Seattle Foundation, Seattle
Seattle University Law Library, Seattle
Hon. Suzanne Segal, Los Angeles
Seton Hall University, Newark
Sharlot Hall Museum, Prescott
Hon. Miriam Shearing, Incline Village
Hon. Barry Silverman, Phoenix
Hon. Morton Sitver, Phoenix
Alan D. Smith, Esq., Seattle
Neil Smith, Esq., San Francisco
Hon. Paul Snyder, Gig Harbor
Social Law Library, Boston
South Texas College of Law, Houston
Southern Methodist University Library, Dallas
Southern Methodist University School of Law, Dallas
Southern New Hampshire University, Manchester
Southwestern University, Los Angeles
Russell Speidel, Esq., Wenatchee
Evelyn Sroufe, Esq., Seattle
John Stager, Snohomish
Stanford University, Stanford
State Law Library of Montana, Missoula
Stetson University, St. Petersburg
William Stiles, Esq., Portland
St. John's University, Jamaica
St. Louis University, St. Louis
St. Mary's University, San Antonio
Hon. Roger Strand, Phoenix
Timothy Strand, Mission Viejo
St. Thomas University, Miami Gardens
Melanie Sturgeon, Ph.D., Mesa
SUNY, Buffalo
Superior Court Law Library, Phoenix
Kevin Swan, Esq., Seattle
Syracuse University, Syracuse
Nancy Taniguchi, Ph.D., Merced
Temple University, Philadelphia
Texas Tech University, Lubbock
Texas Wesleyan University, Ft. Worth
Hon. Mary Theiler, Seattle
Thomas Jefferson School of Law, San Diego
Thomas M. Cooley Law Library, Lansing
Thomas Tongue, Esq., Portland
Susan Torkelson, Stayton
Touro Law School, Central Islip
Tulane University, New Orleans
Hon. Carolyn Turchin, Los Angeles
Prof. Gerald Uelmen, Santa Clara
U.S. Court of Appeals, Eleventh Circuit, Atlanta
U.S. Courts for the Eighth Circuit, Kansas City
U.S. Courts for the Seventh Circuit, Chicago
U.S. Courts for the Sixth Circuit, Cincinnati
U.S. Supreme Court, Washington
Université Laval, Quebec
University de Malaga, Malaga
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
University of Alberta, Edmonton
University of Arizona, Tucson
University of British Columbia, Vancouver
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Davis
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of Chicago, Chicago
University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Connecticut, Hartford
University of Denver, Denver
University of Detroit, Detroit
University of Florida, Gainesville
University of Georgia, Athens
University of Hawaii, Honolulu
University of Idaho, Moscow
University of Illinois, Champaign
University of Iowa, Iowa City
University of Kansas, Lawrence
University of Kentucky, Lexington
University of La Verne, Ontario
University of Louisville, Louisville
University of Maine, Portland
University of Miami, Coral Gables
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
University of Mississippi, University
University of Missouri, Columbia
University of Missouri, Kansas City
University of Montana, Missoula
University of Nebraska, Kearney
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
University of Nevada, Reno
University of Nevada School of Law, Las Vegas
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque
University of New South Wales, Sydney
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame
University of Oklahoma, Norman
University of Oregon, Eugene
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh
University of San Diego, San Diego
University of San Francisco, San Francisco
University of South Carolina, Columbia
University of South Dakota, Vermillion
University of Southern California, Los Angeles
University of St. Thomas, Minneapolis
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
University of Texas, Austin
University of Tulsa, Tulsa
University of Utah Law School, Salt Lake City
University of Utah Marriott Library, Salt Lake City
University of Victoria, Victoria
University of Virginia, Charlottesville
University of Washington School of Law, Seattle
University of Wisconsin, Madison
University of Wyoming, Laramie
Valparaiso University, Valparaiso
Vanderbilt University, Nashville
Prof. Jon M. Van Dyke, Honolulu
Villa Julie College, Stevenson
Villanova University, Villanova
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem
Nicholas Wallwork, Esq., Phoenix
Washburn University, Topeka
Washington State Law Library, Olympia
Washington State University Cooperative Extension, Walla Walla
Washington University, St. Louis
Edgar Weber, Esq., Daly City
Daniel Wedemeyer, Esq., West Hills
David Weinstein, Esq., Los Angeles
Deborah Weiss, Esq., Topanga
Evonne Wells, Esq., Missoula
Wells Fargo Historical Service, San Francisco
West Virginia University, Morgantown
Western New England College, Springfield
Western State University, Fullerton
Western Wyoming College, Rock Springs
Hon. Thomas Whelan, San Diego
Whitman College, Walla Walla
Whittier Law School, Costa Mesa
Widener University, Harrisburg
Widener University, Wilmington
Norman Wiener, Esq., Portland
Willamette University, Salem
William Mitchell College of Law, St. Paul
H.W. Wilson Company, Bronx
Wisconsin Historical Society, Madison
W. Mark Wood, Esq., Los Angeles
Paul Wormser, Mission Viejo
Yale Law Library, New Haven
Yeshiva University, New York
York University Law Library, North York
Pamela Young, Riverside
Laurence Zakson, Esq., Los Angeles
Hon. Frank Zapata, Tucson
Jose Zelidon-Zepeda, San Francisco
J.S. Zil, M.D., J.D., Sacramento
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U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit
U.S. District Court, Central District of California
U.S. District Court, District of Alaska
U.S. District Court, District of Arizona
U.S. District Court, District of Idaho
U.S. District Court, District of Montana
U.S. District Court, District of Nevada
U.S. District Court, District of Northern Mariana Islands

NEVADA LEGAL ORAL HISTORY PROJECT

John Ben Snow Memorial Trust
State Bar of Nevada
U.S. District Court, District of Nevada
Washoe County Courthouse Preservation Society
HONORARY AND MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

On the occasion of 55 years in the practice of law
Forrest A. Plant, Esq.

In honor of Judge James R. Browning
Cara W. Robertson, Esq.
Hon. Herbert A. Ross

In honor of Judge Alfred T. Goodwin
Law Offices of Robert D. Lowry, Esq.

In honor of Judge Thelton Henderson
James M. Finberg, Esq.

In honor of Donald Kunz on his 50th anniversary practicing law
William M. Demlong, Esq.

In honor of Judge Mary M. Schroeder
Martha C. Byrnes, Esq.

In memory of Judge Herbert Choy
David S. Steuer, Esq.

In memory of Joseph DiGiorgio
Stanley J. Grogan, Ed.D.

In memory of Judge Ralph Drummond
Judge Spencer Williams

In memory of Judge William L. Dwyer
Judge John L. Weinberg

In memory of Ian Fan, Esq.
Thomas S. Kidde, Esq.

In memory of John P. Frank
Michael Traynor, Esq.

In memory of Judge William P. Gray
Steve Cochran, Esq.

In memory of Louis A. Heilbron
Peter J. Benvenutti, Esq.

In memory of Judge Judith Keep
Judge William D. Browning
Judge Geraldine Mund

In memory of Elwood Kendrick, Esq.
Doerthe Obert
Judge Christina Snyder & Marc Seltzer, Esq.
Judge & Mrs. Dickran Tevrizian

In memory of Judge M. Oliver Koelsch
William Moore, Esq.

In memory of Judge Richard Lavine
Ruth J. Lavine, Esq.

In memory of Judge William H. Orrick
Brian H. Getz, Esq.

In memory of Judge Cecil Poole
Judge William A. Norris

In memory of Judge Milton L. Schwartz
Forrest A. Plant, Esq.

In memory of Judge Bruce D. Thompson
Earl M. Hill, Esq.

In memory of Judge Eugene A. Wright
Judge Richard C. Tallman